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Add 15 minutes in our 4.6m 
wind tunnel for just £139.
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Starts every three days

Mix of tunnel and sky. Get your FS1 sticker 
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The Freefall University is Located South of Madrid. 
We have modern facilities to include a �at open landing 
area with 30km2 of open space. We �y seven days a week 
with 2 Pilatus Porters and a Black Hawk Caravan for quick 
and frequent rides to altitude.
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I was absolutely floored by the untimely death of Kath Salisbury in April, aged just 53, from cancer. She dispatched 

me on my �rst jump at Netheravon in 2000, helped me out as a student, inspired me to become an Instructor and then 

helped me with that as well. I’m far from the only one, either − over the course of a couple of decades of weekend 

instructing at Nethers, hundreds of us have bene�ted from her fun and no-nonsense approach. She had a way of 

saying more with one raised eyebrow than could ever be communicated any other way!

Her funeral was one of the saddest things I’ve ever gone to, but yet there was still enormous positivity to be found. 

One thing that skydivers have in common is that we are all the kind of people who get out there and live life to the 

full. We have to be, to have taken that decision to become skydivers in the �rst place. Not only was the day �lled with 

happy memories of Kath’s vibrant life and all that she had done with it, but, as her hundreds of friends came together, 

I noticed the astounding and eclectic mix of people who were united by their love of life as well as their love of Kath. 

It’s the fundamental thing that makes our sport so special − the people in it. Kath’s passing is a tragedy, but the 

only comfort is that it validates the approach to life that so many of us share: make every day worth exchanging a day 

of your life for.

WELCOME

Cover: Ally Milne,  

Anna Moxnes and 

friends exit the Skyvan 

in the base of a head 

down big-way at the 

Vertical World Record 

tryouts. By Ewan Cowie

Welcome: The Ospreys 

Skydiving display team 

over Skydive Northwest, 

enjoying a planned  

flyby courtesy of PAC 

pilot Mike Carruthers. 

By Ming ChuW E L C O M E
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Forty-eight bursaries have been 

awarded by the Royal Aero Club 

Trust to enable young air sport 

enthusiasts to advance their 

existing air sport quali�cations. 

The Trust now awards more 

bursaries to young persons 

involved in air sports than any 

other organisation. The signi�cant 

increases, both in 2016 and 2017, 

in the number of applications 

received and the awards made 

follow a decision by the Trust  

in 2014 to widen the age range  

for eligibility and to introduce 

follow-on awards to enable 

previous award winners to 

continue to make progress in  

their chosen air sport.

The Trust is most grateful to  

its benefactors, such as the Royal 

Aeronautical Society, who do so 

much to encourage young people 

to develop their potential through 

air sports. Moreover, the Peter 

Cruddas Foundation awards, the 

Bramson Bursaries, the Breitling 

(UK) Ltd Bursaries, the George 

Farhar Bursary and the John 

Downer Bursary have been of 

enormous help in making it 

possible for the Royal Aero Club 

Trust to make these awards to 

worthy young people who wish to 

progress in their chosen air sport. 

Of six ‘named’ bursaries and 

special awards, two went to BPA 

members. Sean Richards (19) has 

been awarded the George Farhar 

Bursary while Sophie Rees (19) 

will receive the John Downer 

Bursary. A total of 19 young BPA 

members were successful in  

their bursary applications, so 

congratulations to Lucy Abbey 

(19), Alice Gomm (19), Felicity 

Boss (21), Tom Smith (20), Aaron 

Rudgley (18), Catherine Diffey (20), 

Ambrose Pad�eld (20), Chris 

Chittock (19), Molly Dack (21), 

Matthew Williams (20), Benjamin 

Fenwick (21), Beatrice Rix (20), 

Brooke Rawson (19) and Eros 

Vellucci (21). Follow-on bursaries 

were also awarded to Cara 

Pritchard (23), Shellby Collins  

(22) and Lucilla Marriott (22).

David Bills, the Trustee 

responsible for the administration 

of the bursary scheme, 

S U C C E S S

B U R S A R Y
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commented on the high quality  

of many of the applications 

received in 2018. He also observed 

that he was very pleased to see 

applications submitted from  

those who are involved in a wide 

range of air sports. He stressed 

the important part played by the 

Trust benefactors, without whose 

keen support the scheme could 

not operate. Details of how you  

can become a Trust benefactor  

or friend are published at 

royalaeroclubtrust.org.

Sophie Rees, by Doug Evens

Sean Richards



MICK REEVES GM 

Former BPA and APA jumper Mick Reeves  

died peacefully at his home in South Africa  

on April 12 2018. He served in D Squadron  

22 SAS from 1956-1968.

According to his friends, he was “a nice 

quiet guy who never made any noises and just 

got on with the job”. However, this modesty 

belied one of the greatest skydiving bar stories 

ever told – and, unlike most bar stories, his 

was true! It happened more than 50 years  

ago and earned him the George Medal.

On September 17 1967, Sergeant Reeves 

was dispatching students from the Hereford 

Freefall Club out of a Rapide over Halfpenny 

Green dropzone. The first student had a good 

jump, but the static line failed to open the 

second jumper’s parachute. Sergeant Reeves 

could see that the static line had fouled 

around the main parachute and could not be 

freed. The student was conscious but spinning, 

holding his reserve parachute ripcord and 

looking up at the aircraft. Sergeant Reeves 

signalled him not to pull his reserve ripcord 

because, with the student still connected to 

the aircraft via the static line, the reserve 

would likely have tangled with the tail of the 

Rapide and brought the aircraft down.

With the help of other parachutists on 

board, Sergeant Reeves then attempted to pull 

the student back into the aircraft. However, 

this proved to be impossible due to the weight 

and drag created by the forward speed of the 

Rapide. Sergeant Reeves then decided to carry 

out a rescue that has never been attempted 

before or since. He climbed down the static  

line to the student, holding on against the force 

of the slipstream. The friction burnt through  

his gloves, causing blistering to his hands. 

When he arrived at the end of the static line, 

he found the student had kept his head and  

was calm, although suffering from a severe 

NEWS ZONE
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buffeting. It was soon apparent that the static 

line could not be freed from the main parachute 

so he held the student and gave the signal to 

cut the static line. This was done from the 

aircraft and the two went into freefall.

Once clear of the aircraft, Sergeant Reeves 

pulled the student’s reserve parachute. He then 

held on throughout the deployment to check 

that the 16ft static line did not entangle with 

the student’s reserve. Once the student had a 

good canopy, he then let go, waited to gain 

sufficient separation and then opened his own 

parachute. By this point, he was considerably 

lower than normal and AADs would not be 

invented for another couple of decades!

Both Instructor and student landed safely. 

Sergeant Reeves was awarded the George 

Medal in February 1968 for his courage and 

cool nerve, showing leadership and taking 

decisive action. He prevented the student from 

being involved in a fatal accident and ensured 

the safety of the aircraft and its occupants.

HEADCORN 

ACCURACY  

GRAND PRIX
Accuracy is off to a �ying start in 2018. They 

have already had their National Championships 

(see page 41) and the first of two Grand Prix 

events. Dave Tylcoat took gold at the May 

Grand Prix with a total score of just 18cm  

over six rounds, while Glen Stephenson took 

silver with 20cm and Esther Reynolds bronze 

on 26cm. In the Intermediate event, the top 

podium position went to Tony Lloyd followed  

by James Farrell and Jason Langridge.

The second Accuracy Grand Prix will be held 

at Dunkeswell on August 4-5. If you can’t wait 

that long, pop along to Headcorn between June 

18-24. The Team GB Accuracy squad will be 

training all week and are available for free 

coaching throughout. They will then run a BPA 

Accuracy Coaching Roadshow at the weekend. 

Remember, all coaching at BPA Coaching 

Roadshows is free and led by our top 

competitors. Check out Events Zone for the 

dates and locations of these great events in  

all disciplines: not just Accuracy, but FS, VFS, 

WS, Artistics, CF, CP and Speed too.
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FRED MARSH 

Fred Marsh has been posthumously 

awarded the Royal Aero Club’s 

Lifetime Achievement Award.  

He was a longstanding individual 

member, former Chairman and 

latterly a Vice President of the 

RAeC, and he founded the Royal 

Aero Club Trust. The Trust has 

been generous in granting its 

‘Flying for Youth’ bursaries to 

eligible young BPA members who 

have applied over the years.

Following Fred Marsh’s death, 

aged 92, in October 2017, the  

Chair and Vice Chair of the BPA 

Council represented the BPA  

at a service of thanksgiving for his 

life. In addition to the donations 

already provided by the BPA to  

the Royal Aero Club Trust for its 

bursary scheme, we have made  

an additional donation of £2,000  

in his memory.

GARDEN 

PARTY 

A small BPA delegation had the 

honour of representing the 

Association at a Garden Party at 

Buckingham Palace on May 22.  

The event was a celebration of the 

70th birthday of the BPA’s patron, 

HRH The Prince of Wales. Pictured 

left to right: Alan Thompson, 

former BPA Taz Causer Skydiver  

of the Year; Dan Guest, current  

BPA Taz Causer Skydiver of the 

Year; John Smyth MVO, BPA Vice 

President; Adrian Bond, Chair of  

the BPA Communications 

Committee; Tony Knight, BPA 

Aviation Adviser; Debbie Carter, 

BPA Treasurer; her husband Dr 

John Carter, BPA Medical Adviser; 

John Lines, BPA Vice President; 

and Craig Poxon, Chair of the BPA 

Development Committee and Vice 

Chair of Council.

By Martin Gammon
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H A V E 
Y O U R  S A Y

The Chair announced at the AGM 

that Council had decided the BPA 

would adopt the new trading name 

of ‘British Skydiving’ because it 

more clearly reflects what we do 

as the National Governing Body  

for the sport. The registered  

name of the company will remain 

as British Parachute Association 

Ltd. However, that means we now 

need to agree on the new visual 

identity of our brand.

Council and the Communications 

Committee have reviewed many 

possible designs for a new visual 

identity and some have been  

tested by a public survey of 

non-members. The chosen 

concept may need further 

development, as it will need  

to work as a coherent visual 

identity across all required uses 

such as digital, signs, print media, 

delegation clothing and so on.  

The outcome is that we have a 

shortlist of three logo design 

concepts, so now it’s over to you. 

We’re asking our members 

which is the best one to adopt,  

so the BPA will be conducting  

an electronic ballot to �nd out 

which of the three shortlisted 

branding and identity design 

concepts members prefer.

The survey will be conducted  

by Mi-Voice, who are the BPA’s 

election scrutineers, and will  

take place in June – provisionally 

from June 18-27. Here are the 

three shortlisted design concepts, 

with an introduction by designer 

Dominic Simpson.

BRANDING BRITISH 
SKYDIVING 
By Dominic Simpson –  

Director of Good Egg  

www.goodegg.design

A name change and rebranding  

is a challenging undertaking for 

any organisation, but it’s worth  

the effort if it marks an exciting 

of the organisation influencing  

the membership experience. 

Having said that, the �rst step for 

us has been investigating options 

for a new logo. There are three 

design options being evaluated:

Speedy: Seeking to capture the 

speed and exhilaration of the sport. 

Canopy and Flag: Which aims 

to give a pictorial representation  

of each word of the new name. 

Skydiver: Echoes of action 

�gures often associated with 

sport, to represent the 

characteristics of the sport in  

a simple and engaging way.

Whichever design is taken forward, 

it will form the basis of a visual 

identity standard that seeks to 

present the organisation with 

clarity and consistency, to all its 

stakeholders: prospective members, 

existing membership, staff, 

suppliers and the sector as a whole.

My design agency, Good Egg, 

has been involved in this process 

as an independent design resource 

with experience in branding in the 

sports sector. We work regularly 

with Sport England and the Sport 

and Recreation Alliance, and have 

recently completed projects for 

Rounders England and The All 

England Club at Wimbledon.

new chapter and better connects 

with the target audience. Also,  

if it’s done well, it will be around 

for a good few years to come. 

Therefore, a broad consensus  

and approval are highly desirable.

The new trading name of  

‘British Skydiving’, which research 

has shown has better public 

recognition as a name than  

‘British Parachute Association’,  

is entirely appropriate for a 

forward-looking National 

Governing Body that needs to 

maintain visibility among a myriad 

of NGBs, all promoting their sports 

with energy and enthusiasm. 

The name change is an ideal 

opportunity to create a new 

contemporary image that 

contributes to building a brand 

identity which is instantly 

recognisable and memorable.  

Of course, a brand identity is  

much more than a name and  

a smart logo, with all aspects  

It’s time for a change. Your association needs you!
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HOW WE USE  
YOUR DATA
The BPA has published a new privacy notice for 

members etc, Form 310, on the BPA website. 

The notice has been updated because of the 

General Data Protection Regulation that came 

into force on May 25. To find out more, go to 

bpa.org.uk/about-us/privacy-notice.

ONLINE RENEWALS
Nearly 2,000 members had renewed online  

by mid-May. Members who are eligible to  

renew online are those aged over 18 without 

current or lapsed ratings living at UK or  

BFPO addresses. If you know anyone who  

has yet to renew, please remind them to log  

on to bpa.org.uk/member.

BPA MEMBERSHIP 
NUMBERS 2017/8
The BPA membership year runs from April 1  

to March 31 the following year (12 months). 

BPA Membership totals for the membership 

year April 1 2017 to March 31 2018 compared 

with the previous year are as follows:

 2017/18 2016/17 Variation

Full    6,010   6,463  -7%

Temporary 2,544   2,652   -4%
(including Joint Services Adventurous Training)      

Student  
Provisional 55,124  60,489   -9%

Weather is always a factor, sometimes a 

significant one, in year-on-year variation.

JOY JOINS THE  
BPA STAFF TEAM

Welcome to Joy Ledger 

(pictured) who has joined  

the BPA staff team as 

Competitions and Awards 

Co-ordinator, succeeding 

Meghan Sheedy. A main  

part of Joy’s role will be to support the BPA’s 

programme of domestic competitions and 

provide administrative back-up to international 

delegations �ying our �ag on the world stage.

BPA STARS
Nominations for the BPA Star 

Awards 2018 are now open.  

We’re inviting A Licence holders 

and above to tell us about great 

service, over-and-above the norm, that they 

have received from other BPA Members – 

Service that deserves To Achieve Recognition. 

For full details and to download the nomination 

form, visit bpa.org.uk/star. Nominations 

remain open until Thursday 1 November 2018.

By Marcin 

Kowalski

TI

Andrew Livingstone

Steve Howes

Alex Dale

Mathew Wilson

Aiden Chaffe

Stephen Handley

Dean Walton

Simon Soper

Ally Tebbutt

AFFI

Seiriol Hughes

David Eatock

Colin Jenkins

Hans Donner

Robert Gunson

ADVANCED 

PACKER

Jason Mackenzie (S)

Oliver Goss (S)

Christopher Ptak (S)

Andy Goodall (S)

George Kakkis (T)

N E W  R A T I N G S 







EISC 2018

B L O W I N ’  I N 
T H E  W I N D

The first FAI European Indoor Skydiving Championships were held in 

beautiful Voss in Norway in April 2018. The BPA sent two 4-way teams 

and a freestylist, so it’s over to them to tell us all about it... 

PHOTOS: CHRISTIAN BASTIANSEN 

David Rodgers, ACM Weembi

The first FAI 
European 
Championships 
are a key milestone 
for a corner of  
our sport that is 
gaining momentum 
and popularity.  
The Indoor scene  
is growing and 

wind tunnels are fast becoming a travel 
destination. They are starting to appear  
in some beautiful places throughout 
Europe and around the world, and are  
not just a winter activity any more. 

The words ‘winter’ and ‘beautiful’ go 
together fantastically to describe the 
venue and host of the European Indoor 

Skydiving Championships 2018: Voss 
in Norway. The week before the 
competition, the town was still covered  
in a few feet of snow and this apparently 
was causing some worry  
for the organisers. 
However, the sun  
came out and turned 
what was a winter 
wonderland into a 
picture postcard 
setting. VossVind  
is surrounded by 
beautiful snow-
capped mountains, 
with the main town 
set down in a valley 
with the most 
picturesque �ord.  
A truly epic setting.

The British delegation was relatively 
small, with two 4-way teams and a single 
freestylist: indoor team ACM Weembi, 
combo team Volto and epic freestyler 
Alkisti Mallows. A couple of Dynamic 

teams unfortunately had to drop out, 
which would have given us 

full exposure across 
nearly all 

1  The windy tube 
with all the answers 

1
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categories at this meet. It’s a shame 
considering that this was such a great 
opportunity to showcase some of our 
emerging British talent in the Dynamic 
and Freestyle categories.

The meet o�cially started on the 
Wednesday for wind speed setting, 
o�cial photos and the opening ceremony 
in the evening. There was a buzz as  
the organisers continued to set up  
the camera systems, judging systems, 
broadcasting, lights, audio… you name  
it. All the while, they were busy in the 
background ensuring that all teams 
registered and felt taken care of.  
The organisation and execution was 
excellent from a competitor perspective.

The opening ceremony was 
traditionally Norwegian. Hosted around 
the tunnel, it was a celebration of 
Norwegian folk singing, dancing and 
local tradition. The national teams lined 
up and were ushered into the main 
competitors’ area by local tractors dressed 
with cardboard unicorns that grabbed  
the attention of everyone – but none 
more than the British delegation! The 
new International Parachute Commission 
(IPC) Chair opened the event with a 
superb speech that focussed on Indoor 
skydiving being a staple part of our wider 
sport and one that 
the FAI and IPC are 
looking to develop. 
That’s a great thing to 
hear for us in the UK.

Day One
The day was organised so that formation 
teams would be flying four rounds in the 
first half of the day only, which meant 
we could focus on a handful of dives.  
The first four rounds weren’t going to  
be fast as they all had double blocks  
apart from Round 3 (N-E-D-21). The 
approach for these dives is to get into  
a rhythm and stay there because there’s 
not much opportunity to gear shift 
(through a random sprint, for example). 

After Round 1, the table standings 
were pretty typical with the French  
(25) and Russian (23) Open teams in  
the top two slots, closely followed by  
the Swedish, Swiss and Italians on 21.  
Most teams were already picking up a 
handful of bust points at this stage and 
ACM Weembi (19) followed with one bust. 
Volto (21) scored strongly on Round 1 
and left the Russian girls behind, but it 
was only Round 1. The following rounds 
for Volto and Russia were a lot closer, 
which started the battle. They were 
chasing the French Open team! The 
French girls are the current World 
Champions and were the favourites for 
gold, so it was only Open teams that 
could hope to challenge their scores. 

The remaining rounds of day one for 
the Open category started to show where 

small battles were going to be. The 
French were outscoring the Russians 
strongly in second place and a great 

battle was unfolding between 

Sweden, Switzerland and Italy for third 
place. Each of those teams looked 
dangerous, fast and small! You can only 
imagine the difference it makes for four 
short guys (sub 5’ 9”) in a 14ft 12-sided 
tunnel compared to possibly THE tallest 
team at the comp. Brits Will Cooke and 
Hari Ganapathy alone measure just over 
12ft laying head to feet, so it was a tight 
challenge for ACM. ACM finished the day 
in sixth place, with a wide gap between 
them and seventh. 

Day Two
Both teams didn’t need to start flying 
until 4pm, so they arrived in a leisurely 
fashion to prep the next four jumps. 
Again, the four rounds weren’t going to be 
fast because Rounds 5 and 7 were double 
blocks again and Round 6 was a triple 
blocker with full slot switches, but Round 
8 was potentially a fast round – 6-B-M-P. 

ACM remained firmly in sixth place 
but started performing a little better  
than the first day, scoring the same as  
the group ahead in two rounds. Will lost 
a bootie during Round 6 which cost time 
and points but, interestingly, we still 
scored the same as Italy and only one 
point less than the Swiss and Swedes. 

All of the teams picked up a handful 
of busts, which started to make the 
competition more interesting! Some teams 
were questioning the validity of the busts 
and disagreeing with the decisions but, at 
this level, the verdict and decision are final.

2  ACM about to 
spin Block 21 

3  ACM nailing a 
random transition 

2
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Day Three
The sun shone again and it was an early 
start for everyone, with Round 9 starting 
at 9am for all categories and the finals 
starting at 3pm. There was a flurry of 
activity at the creeping area as the FS4 
teams arrived early to get their creeping 
and dirtdiving done. 

Round 9 in the Open category was 
exciting because the bronze medal was 
still up for grabs. The Swiss (Airheads) 
currently sat in third, followed by Sweden 
(Echochamber) by a single point and Italy 
(Amneysa) in fifth, eight points off third 

Points were dripping away and the Swedes 
were getting excited. As the clock stopped, 
the team scored 32 with four busts – 
leaving them in fourth by just one point. 
France, Russia and Sweden took the gold, 
silver and bronze respectively, and the 
Swiss guys were deflated. 

Summary
The medals ceremony was an excellent 
opportunity to see where the best teams/
performers are coming from in Europe, 
and it was no surprise that the French had 
a competitor on the podium in nearly 
every category. The Junior 4-way team 
smashed the leaderboard, winning with  
a 27 average on a AA dive pool! They  
have an incredible academy set up which 
invests in the future and it’s obvious that 
it works. You do get a little tired of 
listening to the French national anthem 
after three or four times!

It was a small GB delegation for what 
was a landmark event and that could 
have been better. The competitors and 
Head of Delegation represented the flag 
with honour and pride, and performed 
brilliantly. It was Alki’s first major 
Freestyle competition and we won 
another silver medal in the Female 4-way 
category. At the moment, our presence  
in the world in the FS4 Open category 
could well be led by the female team,  
but ACM have big plans to take their 
last two performances up another notch. 

The next stop for the GB Indoor 
calendar is the FAI Indoor World Cup in 
Bahrain in October, after the outdoor 
World Meet in Australia.

Alki Marshmallowpies,  
Solo Freestyle

The battle between 
the overwhelming 
feeling of happiness 
and excitement of 
qualifying for such 
an event as the 2017 
UK Freestyle silver 
medallist and the 
simultaneous 

place. The round was a little faster with 
K-11-9. We picked up two busts and so 
scored 25, while Italy and Switzerland 
scored 28 and Sweden scored 27.

It felt like a long wait to Round 10, but 
it came around faster than anticipated. 
The final round had a random sprint with 
a fun block (8-H-J-C), so e�ciency of 8s 
and a smooth close to give a good sprint 
were critical for points. We (ACM) are a 
long team, so making the 8s small and 
giving the front piece enough room to 
spin was tough in that tunnel. We had a 
good entrance and our 8s were pretty 
good, but we couldn’t quite make the 
most of the random sprint and there was 
a small hiccup halfway that disrupted the 

flow. We ended up scoring 28 after 
three busts. 

Italy were up next and, knowing 
they needed to do something special, 

they absolutely smashed it. If there’s ever 
a video to watch, this would be it. They’re 

coached by Dave Grawuels from 
Hayabusa and you can see that 
trademark random specialism in 
their flying. They racked up 38 

points, outscoring the Russians and 
tying with the French Open team. 
Sweden were up next and they were 

all pretty small guys. Again, they needed 
to do something special to claw it back 
from the Swiss who were in third. They 
raced through the pages and scored 35! 
This will have absolutely put pressure on 
the Swiss because they needed to match 
it to remain in the medals. They looked 
sharp and clean, but did they do enough? 
They thought so. Russia and France 
scored many smooth points like the 
practised professionals they are, and 
firmly remained in first and second.

The judging for the final round was 
tense. The Swiss’ round came up and 
everyone gathered around the TV. They 
entered the tunnel and looked as fast as 
Sweden, then a small gear shift going a 
little faster brought the first bust halfway 
through. Everyone groaned and held 
their breath. A page went by and another 
bust, followed by another. That was three 
in total now, but they sped on. Only a  
few more points and another bust.  

TEAM GB FINAL 

PLACINGS

4-Way Female 

Volto, 

silver medal 

4-Way Open 

ACM, sixth place

Solo Freestyle 

Alkisti Mallows,  

10th place

3
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crippling fear that I was way out of my 
depth for getting involved in such a big 
event was intense. 

To be way out of your depth and to 
know you are probably the weaker flier 
among seasoned veteran shredders is 
where you want to be when you are 
starting out. This way, you have so 
many to look up to! There is so much  
to learn from your coach or at the DZ,  
but the intensity and urgency for 
improvement you experience while 
preparing for and performing at a 
competition can’t compare with simple 
training. When you are competing,  
you have to learn, and learn fast, and  
do better. I think I learned some lessons 
there that I can share with you. 

Lesson number one: Focus. Yes, 
everyone around you is an absolute 
shredder and the five previous rounds 
you have to watch before you go in  
and perform can be very off-putting.  
I sometimes ended up getting too  
caught up in others’ flying and forgot 
about my performance until it was  
my turn to go, then suddenly realised  
that I momentarily forgot what the heck  
I was meant to be doing in there! 

Focus before a round or perhaps on the 
plane, and this doesn’t have to be strictly 
a competition point. You need something 
to put you in the zone, whether that is 
banging your helmet three times or 
stroking the tip of your nose before you 
put your visor down. That moment, that 
ritual that you do, will be a highway to 
where you want to be – to the zone.

Number two: Don’t trip over yourself. 
You should try to outdo yourself in every 
round. After all, the person you are 
competing with is yourself and you 
can’t let yourself win. YOU have to win. 

No matter what is going on around you  
or what might be on your mind, you  
need to try and do better every time. 

Which leads to my final nugget of 
inside-the-comp-as-a-newbie 
information: don’t throw it away. 
What? You can’t wait for it to be over?  
You want it to be over? All this hard  
work, the journey so far, all the learning 
to do the splits and fliptwists and creating 
a routine that means something and 
listening to the same one-minute song  
on repeat, all the travelling and the 
rainbow of emotions... and you want  
this moment to be over? 

It’s best to enjoy the moment. Really, 
really, live it, no matter the result. You 
are doing it. You are there experiencing 
everything you built yourself up to 
experience. Don’t close your eyes. Focus. 
Win over yourself. Make the moment last. 
Enjoy it. This is what the sport is about. 
The fun. The feeling of community and 
support and love that runs through.  
Come together, join the party! 

I would like to thank Liz Warner as 
Head of Delegation for her support, and 
the shredders of Team GB who took me 
in and were great sports! 

Anna Hicks, NFTO

The 4-way Female 
FS category was 
represented by 
team Volto, a hybrid 
team comprising 
members of two 
British female 
teams – Vana  
Parker and me  
from NFTO and 

Siân Stokes and Kate Lindsley from 
Volition. Team Volto formed for this 
competition as neither of the full 
line-ups of Volition or NFTO could all 
attend, and so the hybrid of Volto was 
born. Also, ‘volto’ apparently means ‘face’ 
in Italian and ‘I’ll be back’ in Portuguese!

The team managed a grand total of 
two hours of training together before 
the competition and, after some 
delightful 5am final training the day 
before the comp, we felt as ready as we 
could be! Day one of the competition 
got off to a good start, with Volto 

finishing second behind France and six 
points ahead of Russia. However, Russia 
fought back on day two, closing the gap 
to just two points after eight rounds 
despite a super-fast 40-point round for 
Volto on Round 8. Day three, finals day, 
brought all the drama. Volto pulled 
ahead to a six-point lead after Round 9, 
only to then be back to drawing Russia 
after Round 10. That could only mean 
one thing: a jump-off! After a tense 
two-hour wait for the Dynamic flyers  
to finish their finals, both the GB Volto 

girls and Russia scored 21 points each, 
resulting in another very nerve-
wracking 10 minutes waiting for the 
confirmation of the tie-break rules.  
The rules worked in Team GB’s favour: 
the current FAI rules state that, if teams 
draw on a jump-off, then “the highest 
score in any completed round” is the 
next decider, and that sealed the deal. 
After Volto’s super speedy Round 8, 
silver went to Team GB and bronze  
went to Russia. In the process, Volto 
also smashed a new British Record 
Indoor female average of 26.5 which  
was previously held by Volition at 24.9. 
Good work, ladies! 

EISC 2018

4  Team GB: Volto, 
ACM and Alki

4
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Germany’s CYPRES Demo Team came up with the perfect way to 

open a major parachuting event – breaking a world record…

WORDS: STEFAN SCHEPER, CYPRES DEMO TEAM

F L Y I N G 

T H E  F L A G

 
in the 

air? Which 
canopy should we use? 

Which aircraft is suitable? 
Where could we do the jump?

After more research, we found a 
special fabric, developed for aviation,  
in England. Due to its extremely light 
weight of only 31g per square metre, the 
fabric was perfectly suited for our project. 
We bought 2,980 metres of fabric, which 
was only available in white. Guinness 
World Records requires a larger version  

T
he idea began in the 
run-up to the CISM 
(International Military 
Sports Council)  
World Military 
Parachuting 
Championships in 

Russia in 2016. For something to become 
part of the opening ceremony of the  
same event in Germany in 2017, it had  
to be special. That was clear to everyone.

Our fellow CYPRES Demo Team 

member ‘Grabo’ wanted to jump with  
the world’s largest flag ever flown under 
canopy. We quickly agreed to put his 
wishes into action, little knowing what  
we were getting involved in!

Initial thoughts on the project 
focused on the record officially 
recognised by Guinness World 
Records in 2015. At that time, the 
flag size was 1,436.22 square metres. 
An unofficially flown record from 
the US stood at 1,860 square metres.

We set our target at 2,000 square 
metres. Then we started considering 
the flag material and initial research 
revealed a cost of €22,000 just for the 
fabric. During team meetings that 
followed, we discussed many other issues: 
how can so much material be released 
safely? What is the combined weight of  
all the equipment? How can this amount 
of fabric be packed, and how will it behave 

1
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of an existing original flag for attempts 
like these. We chose the German national 
flag in black, red and gold and the fabric 
was dyed accordingly.

Once the fabric was delivered, we 
started cutting it  – nine lanes per colour, 
meaning 27 lanes of equal length in total. 
We rejected the idea of sewing the fabric 
ourselves after some promising talks with 
a flag store in Kiel.

Parallel to these preparations, a flag 
container was manufactured because 
existing military systems were not 
su�cient. With a fabric weight of  
89kg and a counterweight of 45kg,  
the result was a total package of 152kg, 
measuring 65cm x 45cm x 110cm.

This was followed by test jumps 
with flags measuring 100 and 200  
square metres. Should the flag fall  
out of the container and the container 
remain on the jumper? Or should the 
container be disconnected completely  
and release the flag?

We carried out further test jumps 
with different parachute types. As a result, 
the German parachute manufacturer 
Brüggemann made a 480 square foot 
prototype. The option of trimming  
on the front and rear risers made it 
possible to adjust the flight and glide 
properties perfectly.

We repeatedly looked at the folding 
technique for the flag. Our first complete 

1  27 lanes of black, 
red and gold. By 
Martina Maske 

2  At 152kg, the flag 
was double the 
weight of an average 
tandem student.  
By Martina Maske 

3  The team 
celebrates their  
new World Record. 
By Martina Maske 

2 3

folding took about eight hours with 
10 people but we were able to perfect 
the processes needed for the final pack,  
with 15 people taking about four hours. 
Now that the final pack volume was 
clear, we decided to increase the flag 
size from our initial goal of 2,000 
square metres.

To find the right aircraft, we had to 
do some test jumps. Although it had a 
large door, the Pilatus Porter proved 
unsuitable because of space problems 
inside the aircraft. It was not enough 
just to get the flag jumper with the 
large flag inside. Support was also 
required while boarding, exiting  
and preparing.
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We also had to follow guidelines from 
Guinness World Records. Among other 
things, complete video documentation 
was mandatory. Further tests showed that 
the Dornier Do 28 seemed suitable for 
our project. A Droguesetter assisted the 
jumps, a release option predominantly 
used by military jumpers and comparable 
to a static line jump, which is followed by 
immediate opening of the main canopy.  
A freefall phase was neither required  
nor safely practicable, due to the flag 
container’s lack of aerodynamics.

Immediately before the final 
rehearsal, all evaluations and results  
of the tests were reconsidered and 
modifications made up until the last 

moment. An important element was the 
ability to disconnect when in contact with 
the ground to prevent an anchor effect. The 
o�cial record was set on June 26, and it 
was now time to take the spectacle to the 
crowds at the CISM World Championships.

Still well on schedule, we went into 
immediate preparation for the opening 
ceremony of the competition. On July 11, 
team members checked the exit point 
during a test jump and matched it to 
the existing weather conditions. The 
competition was to be held in Soest, which 
provided extensive open spaces and good 
opportunities to safely release the flag.

During the jump, the jumper was in 
constant contact with the ground crew so 

they could keep him updated on what was 
happening. We prepared the container  
in such a way that at any time – on exit, 
while under canopy with the flag in the 
container, and also after unfolding the 
flag – it was possible to separate it.

After a very long wait, we now have 
the Guinness World Record certificate. 
The result is the largest flag flown while 
skydiving (parachute jump): 2,607.21 
square metres/28,063.77 square feet.

Grabo himself has always tried to put 
the team performance into the spotlight 
and, although we all realise that a project 
like this cannot be achieved by one person 
alone, the CYPRES Demo Team wish to 
congratulate him on his record. 

To find out more about the  

Cypres Demo Team, check them out here:

instagram.com/cypres_demo_team/

facebook.com/CYPRES.DemoTeam/

4  Ever seen a 
tandem being 
PCA-ed? While 
Grabo concentrated 
on a stable exit,  
a Droguesetter 
stayed in the  
aircraft to ensure 
clean deployment  
of the drogue.  
By Rainer Frisch

5  Team jumpers 
after the record.  
By Martina Maske 

6  28,000 square 
feet of flag below  
480 square feet  
of canopy! By 
Martina Maske 
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Taking on the animal 

kingdom, wearing 

rocket boots and 

having an excuse  

to go skydiving?  

All in a day’s work 

when you’re on TV…

WORDS: ANDY TORBET

I
’ve been fortunate enough to do quite 
a bit of skydiving for TV. It started out 
performing a HAHO (High Altitude 
High Opening – effectively a very 
high hop and pop) from 28,000ft 
above the Sonoran Desert in Arizona. 
I was festooned with oxygen 

cylinders, navigation plates, cameras and 
scientific collection and data gathering 
devices… and I had a whole A Licence to 
my name. In hindsight, it was pretty 
straightforward; at the time, it felt 
daunting. I had neither the skills nor the 
knowledge I do now and, frankly, jumping 
out of planes still caused my heart to race 
from take-off, never mind the extra kit, 
altitude and pressures of filming. 

Fast forward a few years and I’ve done 
Formation, Wingsuit and Speed skydiving 
films for the BBC, working with the likes 
of Mikey Lovemore, Rob Franklin, Spike 
Harper and James ‘Macca’ Macdonald 
behind the camera. I came to skydiving late, 
having only ever done static line jumps in 
the military – albeit from 500ft with a 
massive rucksack and a rifle strapped to my 
legs. Most of the other things I do well, like 
cave diving, deep technical diving and even 
climbing, I’ve always used as a vehicle to 
explore and discover. These activities were  
a means of getting to remote, uncharted 
places. Not so with skydiving. Although  
I have been, and continue to be, involved 
in some science and technology research 
projects involving skydiving, it is a sport 
which I do because I really, really love it. 

So, when I first started developing the 
idea which became Beyond Bionic for 
Children’s BBC, it should be no surprise that 
I managed to squeeze some skydiving in 
there. In fact, there’s more skydiving in the 
series than any other sport. If you want kids 
to voluntarily tune in to watch someone 

B E Y O N D 

B I O N I C

Even speedier Speed,  

by Mikey Lovemore



XXXXXXXXXX

Speedy man exits 

speedy plane, by 

Mikey Lovemore

Richard Browning of Gravity Industries 

showing off the potential of jet engines 

when it comes to human flight, by Nic Hall
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discussing physics, doing it while leaping 
from aircraft isn’t a bad place to start. 

EAT YOUR HEART OUT, 
POSTMAN PAT!
The concept for all 12 episodes of Beyond 

Bionic is simple: I try and match the skills 
of some very special animals. Then, when  
I inevitably fail miserably, I use science, 
technology and engineering to see if I can 
improve my performance. Throughout the 
series, we celebrate the astounding abilities 
of the animals we study by illustrating the 
lengths that a human has to go to achieve 
something similar. It’s aimed at teaching 
children about wildlife, science and 
technology and also contains some pretty 
big stunts. Aside from the skydiving, I 
freedived 50 metres under a frozen lake in 
Alaska, climbed a 12-storey glass building 
in Boston, stood inside a specially made 
furnace full of propane which was then set 
on fire and plenty more silliness besides.

We filmed the skydiving at Dunkeswell 
and Jason Farrant showed Olympian 
levels of patience when it came to dealing 
with the safety side of filming. I have found 
those outside of skydiving often assume 
our sport is run by cowboys and populated 
by lunatics. The reality is it’s arguably the 
most heavily regulated sport in the country. 
We are effectively policed, via the BPA, by 
the Civil Aviation Authority – the same 
folk who police Heathrow. We have Ops 
Manuals, Safety Committees and you can’t 
get on a jump plane without the CI having 
ensured you are medically fit, suitably 
qualified, in-date, with appropriate 
equipment in a good state and with a 
properly packed and certified reserve.

The first shoot was exciting and was 
about hummingbirds. It also gave Mikey 
Lovemore and me the chance to spend 
a morning jumping out of helicopters  
as I tried to set a baseline for my ability, 
unassisted by any technology, to ‘hover’ 
like the a hummingbird. I wasn’t successful, 
but I selflessly persevered… another four 
times. Everyone loves heli-jumps.

The next episode concerned the flying 
squirrel and dealt with concepts like glide 
ratios. We tried various systems through  
the programme, including zip-wires, 
hang-gliders and Tracking. However, the 
finale was, somewhat predictably if you’re 
a skydiver, a wingsuit. It was a very 
straightforward jump: just an exit, fly a 
pattern and pull. Spike Harper did some 
great cameraflying and I even managed to 
do some chatting to camera while in the air. 
In an attempt to get a side-on shot, he flew 
near-perpendicular at me and, although 
he was in total control, I couldn’t help  
but instinctively pull my knees towards 
my chest up as he blasted inches past  
my feet. Even more impressive was the 
fact he was wearing shorts. In January.

The final episode was, apart from the 
opening sequence involving me on a Suzuki 
Hayabusa, all about skydiving. This time 
we were looking at the peregrine falcon, 
the fastest animal in the world. In a stoop, 
a head-first dive towards prey, peregrines 
have been clocked at 242mph. That’s 
pretty impressive for something that 

weighs a maximum of 1.5kg and is starting 
from less than 1,000ft. We were jumping 
from considerably higher… I’m thinking 
about my finals for landing by 1,000ft.

We set our baseline by doing a standard 
flat jump to achieve about 120mph, 
introducing the concept of gravity – 
hopefully something you are familiar with. 
Then we had the chance to visit Dr Angelo 
Grubisic, a rocket scientist and a wingsuit 
BASE jumper, in his horizontal wind 
tunnel and rocket lab at Southampton 
University. This gave us the opportunity 
to discuss the idea that terminal velocity 
is not a fixed constant (as many non-
skydivers seem to think) and that we 
could increase it by either increasing mass 
(someone we decided was outside of our 
own arbitrary rules) or decreasing drag. 
So, I needed to become more aerodynamic. 

INSTANT SPEED BOOST: 
JUST ADD ROCKETS
Cue some Speed Skydiving. I’ve dabbled in 
Speed for a few years, showing myself to 
have zero natural talent. Going fast-ish 
head down wasn’t a problem, but my best 
speed came in just under the magic 242mph 
and Speed is not an easy discipline to film. 
Mikey Lovemore and I have jumped Speed 
together before, which was just as well 
because our planned three days of jumping 
to get the shots became, due to the January 
weather, less than one. It takes time and  
trial and error to work out how best to 
film something like this and, with only 
about 30-40 seconds in freefall, you’ve  
not much time to reset. However, we 
managed to get what was required despite 
me performing a couple of high-speed 
drop outs. My inability to fly faster than 
242mph was a good thing. It gave us the 
excuse to look at the sort of technology 
that could assist me: The Rocket Boots.

The central idea of Beyond Bionic is 
wildlife and technology. Although I should 
be able to go over 242mph doing pure Speed 
and there are at least half a dozen people in 
the world who have now been over 300mph, 
we wanted to introduce some engineering 
concepts too. The original idea was jet 
engines mounted on fixed boots, like steel 
ski boots, being fed by bladders of rocket 
fuel strapped around my waist. There are a 
number of reasons why iteration one did not 
work. These included the risk of injury when 
landing while wearing steel leg casts, the 
di�culty in reaching the quick release 
mechanism on the ankle and the force 
required to operate it, the risk of my legs 
burning and potentially the fuel around my 
vital organs catching fire (rocket fuel burns 
quite hot, it turns out…) and the fact we’d 
have to ‘warm up’ the engine before exit and 
no one doubted that the CAA would not be 
happy with us firing up rockets inside an 
aircraft, never mind the CI or the pilot. 

Between the engineers and the skydivers, 
we came up with the idea of thigh-mounted 
EDFs. EDFs are Electric Ducted Fans and, if 
you think they sound like a super-charged 
version of a ceiling fan, you’d be right. 
However, these engines are powerful and 
have been used on aircraft. The thigh-
mounted units were designed to contain 

Preparing to exit,  

by Mikey Lovemore

Racing a peregrine falcon 

on a Suzuki Hayabusa,  

by Mike Carling
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their own batteries and have a small 
parachute which would deploy should I need 
to release them in an emergency. The release 
system was simple and worked perfectly, 
with a single central handle on a waist belt 
from which led two strands of cut-away 
cable – one to each thigh. By pulling the 
handle, the cable would release the leg straps 
on both units, they’d fall away and their 
parachute would open. We even calculated 
the size of the parachutes based on the 
weight of the units to make sure they’d land 
with a velocity to ensure minimal risk. 

Although they were no longer rocket-
powered nor were they boots, the name 
stuck and we referred kept referring to this 
project as ‘The Rocket Boots’ throughout the 
series. No-one had ever jumped them before 
and we had no one had any idea how they’d 
affect my ability to perform a Speed jump. 
However, there is only so much theorising 
one can do before the inevitable next step is 
to see how they perform in the real world.

BITING OFF MORE THAN  
WE COULD CHEW?
And so I found myself stood on the 
camera step of a Beech 99 at 15,000ft 
looking into the camera-crowned face of 
Mikey Lovemore, about to see how fast I 
could go with a couple of aircraft engines 
strapped to my legs. I had a bite switch 
between my teeth which would control 
both engines. We decided to forego any 
ability to control the amount of power 
generated for simplicity, so a bite down 
equalled full power on and no bite 
equalled power off. We took a nice stable 
exit and then transitioned slowly into the 
head down position. I had to keep my 
arms and legs much wider than normal 
and was forced to throw out my left arm 
to stop myself corkscrewing. This was 
increasing my drag and affecting how 
vertically I dropped, which all bled off 
speed. It was also causing a slight left drift 
which made filming me at the speeds we 
reached very di�cult for Mikey. I could 
feel the extra power when I bit down. 

When I landed, and after some 
discussion, we concluded that the left-hand 
torque was being induced because the 
propellers from both units were turning  
the same direction rather than counter-
rotating (i.e. one clockwise and the other 
anti-clockwise). But there are always  
things to learn from field testing; that’s 
why we do it. Unfortunately, we had no 
more time for a second round of R&D  
to improve the units, but I’m still in  
contact with the engineers involved  
about ideas on how to move this 
technology forward. And the vertical  
speed we reached? 257mph – success. 

The series aired every Tuesday  

on CBBC until the final episode, 

the Peregrine Falcon, which aired 

on May 8. It’s also available on 

BBC iPlayer.

To follow Andy’s adventures, 

check him out on Instagram at: 

Andy_Torbet

‘He flew near-perpendicular at me 
and, although he was in total control,  
I couldn’t help but instinctively pull 
my knees towards my chest up as  
he blasted inches past my feet.  
Even more impressive was the fact  
he was wearing shorts. In January’

Emulating the 

peregrine falcon’s 

‘stoop’, a head-first 

dive towards prey.  

By Mikey Lovemore

Heli jumps! Perks of 

the job... Andy with 

Mikey Lovemore
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S T A R T  A S 

Y O U  M E A N  

T O  G O  O N
Outrageous geeking, radicalism from the RAF and a  

small tiger named Ember? It can only be the first UKSL!

WORDS: LAURA HAMPTON, CHIMERA

W
ith wall-to-wall 
blue skies, low 
winds and enough 
sunshine to have 
redheads like me 
running for cover, 

Skydive Buzz kicked off this season’s UK 
Skydiving League in exceptional style!

Nineteen teams made the journey 
down to Devon’s finest dropzone for this, 
the first of the UKSL meets. Arriving from 
all corners of the UK, our teams were 
fairly equally spread across categories, 
with three in AAA, six in AA, six in A 
and four in Rookie – meaning Matt and  
I had some good competitions to watch 
from our viewpoint as the o�cial coaches 
for the comp. Here’s how we saw it all 
going down…

Rookie rules
We love the Rookie category. Being in 
Chimera is one of the most rewarding 
things I’ve done, and it’s fantastic to see 
jumpers taking their first steps in the 
awesome world of competitive skydiving.

This meet was no exception, with 
Rookie teams from across the British Isles 
stepping up to the challenge. After a rocky 
start, the Sky Monkeys and RAFSPA 

Poseidon grabbed those all-important first 
points, both showing good progression  
as the comp went on. In the end, it was 
the Monkeys who took the bronze.

Meanwhile, Nick Her Jiblets put in some 
solid performances, ending on 15 points in 
total. The overall Rookie champions were 
the Jersey Beans, achieving a 7.33 average 
and a whopping 44 points across the six  
rounds. Congratulations guys!

No clouds to bust
The A category was well-attended, 
particularly by Langar teams who made  
up 50% of the category (making us, as  
a Langar team, very proud!). We were 
especially pleased to see Rubix; these 
guys only formed recently, and as a  
result of the Chimera 4-way weekend 

that we held with the intention of helping 
new teams meet.

Nebula took the bronze medal. The team 
– which includes Paul, a man with the 
most spectacular hair and a small tiger 
named Ember as a mascot – was a lot of 
fun to have around, and put in consistent 
performances throughout. We were pleased 
to offer them the special prize of ‘Geek of 
the Meet’ for their ongoing dedication to 
getting the geek from all slots!

The Flying Fossils took the silver with 
an average of 6.17 – tantalisingly close to 
the gold spot – and another nice, 
consistent performance from them too.

The Cloudbusters may have thought 
their name pretty apt for the UK weather 
but, as it turned out, they had very few 
clouds to bust! Amidst perfectly clear 
skies, they showed some real promise  
for their first competition together, 
finishing in first place on 42 points and  
an average of 7.0.

Per Ardua ad Dunkeswell
“Aren’t you meant to name yourselves 
after planes?”, I foolishly asked the 
RAF team in AA. Turns out there’s an 
exception to that rule when the RAF 
is celebrating its 100th anniversary.

And what an anniversary it’s shaping 
up to be! With an average of 7.5 – and 
in spite of some dodgy decisions from 
player-coach Ady (sorry, buddy, but that 
N!) – they finished first, taking home the 
gold medal.

In second place were Vertigo with an 
average of 6.5. Vertigo did manage to 
match their opponents in a few rounds 
and put up a valiant fight, but a shaky  
first round and a point dropped per  
round meant they took silver. Nexus 
took the bronze on an average of 6.0.

Golden girls
Up in AAA, 2017’s fourth-placed 
team NFTO arrived to take on Langar 
team Pajama Pumas and their 2017 
rivals, Vantage.

In spite of a few hiccups along the way 
(including some lost car keys and a poorly 
Point flyer), NFTO put on an impressive 
performance and finished 26 points ahead 
of the Pumas. They’ll be looking to ramp 
up their training in the run-up to the 
World Championships in Australia later 
this year, so a gold so early in the season 
has no doubt set them off on the right 
track. Good luck ladies!

Having recently spent some time with 
the current US National Champion (and 
coach of super-awesome team Chimera) 
Niklas Hemlin, the Pumas themselves 
were showing good form (and some 
excellent footwear – we’re looking at  
you, Potter!). They finished on 10.67  
and took the silver medal.

The Pumas’ rivals, Vantage, came in 
in third place, with alternate flyer Fiona 
Lee taking up the IC slot. These guys  
did a great job of trying some new things 
and really making the most of the free 
coaching on offer, and their results – in 
spite of an unusual lineup for them – are 
definitely testament to that drive and 
willingness to learn.

See you at Langar!
For those involved in the 4-way scene, 
you’ll know that UKSL meets are always 
a good way to get your team in the sky 
and take advantage of the free BPA-
sponsored coaching on offer. For those 
not yet involved in 4-way but considering 
it, the UKSL meets are perfect for you  
too and offer enough competition to  
keep it fun, but without the pressure  
of meets like Nationals.

Be sure to attend the next UKSL 
meet to be held at Langar on June 9-10. 
See you there! 

1  Manticore in 
AA closing block  
20, by Joe Mann 

2  Nineteen happy 
teams and a  
Beech 99, by  
Mikey Lovemore

For up-to-date news on indoor and outdoor events  

run by Chimera, or to ask us about 4-way, two-on-two, 

one-on-three and one-on-one coaching, please visit  

facebook.com/chimeraskydive
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T H I S  I S  

N O T  Y O U R 

A V E R A G E 

B O O G I E
Perhaps you saw Bruno Brokken’s stunning cover shot on the April Mag and wondered how 

you could get to jump in such an amazing location. What even goes into planning a jump  

50 miles out to sea?! Catherine Folley, BPA member and boogie-lover, tells us more...
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BOOGIE TIME

1
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F
irstly, it’s all about location. 
In a beautiful part of the world 
and surrounded by stunning 
islands, crystal clear waters  
and stunning wildlife, there’s  

a little island. Upon this island is a small 
airstrip. For four days, this island was 
invaded by 100 skydivers, two manifest 
people and a whole load of packers, 
riggers and amazing load organisers.

THE BARE NECESSITIES

So what happens with a pop-up DZ? 
Do not expect luxury. Every day, we  
were shipped out to the jump island  
from San Pedro by boat. To organise  
food and water alone for this number of 
jumpers and non-jumpers is a mammoth 
affair. The boat shuttled around 40 people 
and rigs at a time in a bumpy 40-minute 
ride out into the sea and across the reefs 
to our island. Rigs were piled in the 
middle on the chiller boxes holding our 

food and water along with our personal 
bags with helmets and at least 3,784 
GoPros on each run. You get bounced  
and splashed and bounced a bit more. 

Jumping on a private island sounds 
exotic and beautiful, and it is! The landing 
zone is a golf course, and swerving 
between palm trees over 10 metres high 
and skipping over short stubby plants 
makes for interesting landings. If you 
come in too close to the wrong side of  
a palm tree, you’ll find yourself sitting  
on your bottom with your canopy on  
your head very quickly. There’s plenty  
of room to avoid mishaps, though, as  
golf courses aren’t exactly small. As  
long as you line up your downwind leg, 
avoiding obstacles shouldn’t be an issue. 
We only lost two people to alligators... 

A pop-up DZ, however exotic, is still 
going to have all the expected issues. 
There were a limited number of jumps, 
so it was case of a chilling out, jumping  

a few times a day and waiting with 
patience. Manifest did a great job with  
no electronics and just pieces of paper. 

The weather was both amazing and 
horrendous. In the tropics, you can go 
from nice light breezes and blue skies 
to high winds and torrential rain in 
minutes. We kept a close eye on the 
horizon to watch for the storm fronts, 
and then it was a mad dash to get the  
rigs onto a tarpaulin and covered up  
while the jumpers ran for shelter under 
the manifest cover. How many people  
can you fit in a manifest? All the people. 
One day, some of the more adventurous 
guys lined up on the runway facing  
the storm as it came in. They saved 
themselves showers that night.

From around 4pm, people started 
wandering towards the dock to get one of 
the several trips back to San Pedro. This 
is when the next bit of fun started! There 
was rum. Lots of rum. On one return trip, 

1  Catherine Folley 
in an 8-way star 
over the Blue Hole, 
by Tom Sanders

2  Tom Sanders, 
over a 12-way, over 
a private island!  
By Bruno Brokken

3  Deep love, by 
Bruno Brokken

2

3
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two bottles of rum were finished. That 
wasn’t even the most interesting thing 
about the ride back. Hitting a huge storm 
halfway back, our little boat powered on 
through. Open sides meant the rigs piled 
in the middle risked getting soaked so  
bags, coats, towels and, in one case, a large 
American man were thrown over the rigs 
to keep them dry. The camaraderie of 
slightly drunk skydivers trying to save rigs 
is fantastic. If you want to experience a real 
bond with people, go to a pop-up boogie!

A HOLE OTHER THING

After four days of jumping on our own 
private paradise, we moved on to the 
main attraction: the Great Blue Hole 
jump. The Great Blue Hole is 50 miles out 
to sea from the coast of Belize and it’s a 
large natural sinkhole in the middle of a 
huge coral reef. Before we arrived, fewer 
than 100 people had jumped the Blue 
Hole. There’s a lot to think about when 

doing a jump of a lifetime into the sea 50 
miles offshore. Firstly, what are you going 
to wear? Secondly, how many GoPros can 
you attach to your body? Thirdly, how are 
you going to capture the money shot? 
Then you have to think about important 
things like how to stay afloat when you 
land and what rig to jump. 

The jump itself is like nothing else 
on earth. Jumping out of a plane above 
nothing but water as far as the horizon  
is a scary thing to do. But it’s all about the 
money shot: the view of the reefs below 
and, if you’re lucky, a glimpse of sting rays 
or manta rays as you float down. I was 
lucky to be part of an 8-way star filmed  
by the great Tom Sanders. Probably one  
of my proudest moments was looking 
around the star and the Blue Hole below 
us, knowing I hadn’t messed it up!

Jumping into the sea for the first time 
is both exhilarating and scary. We landed 
into pristine, flat and blue water. Flaring 

like you do on land, you slide gently into 
the water. Your rig keeps you afloat as you 
semi-submerge your canopy to prevent it 
re-inflating and pulling you onto the 
precious corals. We all wore inflatables to 
give us extra buoyancy. I pulled that cord 
as soon as I landed in the water! Some 
people disengaged their RSL and cut away 
their main, then professionally daisy-
chained their lines and floated gently 
while waiting for pick-up. I wasn’t quite 
so composed and flapped about in the 
water like a drowning badger. Next time  
I land in water, I’ll be far more relaxed!

MAN OVERBOARD!

There were also some issues with 
collection. It’s di�cult to pull a person 
and rig into a boat when that boat is 
moving with the sea so, even though the 
sea was flat, we had one casualty when 
the American chap who heroically threw 
himself over our rigs to save them from 

4  Hybrid skydive 
over the deep  
blue sea, by  
Bruno Brokken 

5  Overhead the golf 
course: spotting is 
critical when your 
off landing options 
are trees or water! 
By Tom Sanders 

4

5

BOOGIE TIME
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the torrential rain lost his main. While 
pulling it up, the boat moved and we  
were heading towards the coral. The  
main lines dropped under the boat and 
twisted around the propeller. The boat 
had to use the propeller to keep the boat 
from hitting the coral, but a quick 
cutaway prevented anyone from being put 
in a dangerous position. Luckily, the good 
guy saw the funny side of it as bits of his 
beautiful blue canopy were cut from the 
propeller and thrown over his head into 
the boat. With good grace, he saved the 
larger parts as mementos and got us all to 
sign it. A new canopy has been ordered, 
though I’m told he still doesn’t have it so 
is ‘enjoying’ some ground time.

The next part of the day was scuba 
diving into the Great Blue Hole. It was 
cold, it was dark, it was deep and it was 
stunning. To go from 13,000ft up to 150ft 
down is wonderful. 

After two dives, the rum came out. 
Lots of rum punch, food and laughter.  
The journey back from the Blue Hole takes 
around four hours and that makes for a 
long day. It was a long, glorious experience.

The fundamental mistake I made on 
the trip was to jump my normal rig. We 
all landed in the sea, so all our rigs were 
covered in saltwater. This wouldn’t be an 
issue at a proper DZ; you’d bag the rig and 

canopy up and take it to your rigger, 
who’d swear at you and wash and dry it. 
At a pop-up DZ, you just don’t have the 
same facilities. The riggers were faced 
with a mammoth task as, every day,  
24 rigs were brought back full of salty 
seawater. With only big buckets of water, 
they did their best to wash out the salt 
and hang, dry and field-pack the rigs 
ready for us to take them home. On 
delivery to my rigger, he checked the 
reserve and found the amount of salt 
crystals in the material meant my reserve 
was no longer fit for use. That was an 
expensive mistake to make on my part,  
so a new-to-me reserve is on its way. 

INSTANT BOOGIE,  
JUST ADD RUM
Would I go to another pop-up Boogie? 
Yes, I would. Now I’ve experienced one, 
I know more about what to take, how to 
approach it and what to expect. Check 
how experienced the organisers are. 
Check and double-check what facilities 
are available. Are they able to properly 
wash your rig if you end up in the sea? 
Take hand sanitiser! Lots of sunblock too 
– it is hot out there! Organised pop-up 
boogies are not cheap. They demand a 
level of give and take, and you can’t 
demand services you’d get at your home 

DZ. The food will be make-do, not your 
DZ canteen level of choice. The mornings 
may be early. The jump numbers may be 
limited. Be prepared to relax and chill.  
It’s a holiday with some skydiving. Enjoy 
the scenery. Take advantage of the other 
things to do, like scuba-diving, snorkelling 
and sight-seeing. Be appreciative of those 
working hard to make your boogie a 
success. Don’t be that person. 

Most of all, make great friends and 
take home fabulous, once-in-a-lifetime 
experiences. The photo of our star above 
the Blue Hole has been viewed by the 
astronauts on the International Space 
Station. I am privileged to be one of fewer 
than 200 people to have skydived the  
Blue Hole. These memories will stay  
with me forever. The people I jumped 
with will always be special to me. 

Thank you to Tom Sanders for the 
photographs. Huge thanks to Chris Fucci 
for coaching me in my slot so I didn’t 
mess it up and keeping everyone focused 
so we got the shot. Thank you to Casey 
Pruett for being in the star and for sharing 
the photo with his friends in NASA. 
Thank you to Carol Peri, Kat Wilson 
Huff, Lisa Simpson, Denise Sanders and 
Dayle Semple for making the star happen. 
Huge respect to Rich Grimm for 
organising the Blue Hole Boogie. 

‘Bags, coats, towels and, in one case, a large American man 
were thrown over the rigs to keep them dry. The camaraderie 
of slightly drunk skydivers trying to save rigs is fantastic’

6  Hangin’ around 
above the deep, by 
Tom Sanders

6
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A I M I N G  

H I G H
Beer, fish, chips, cupcakes and high jinks – oh, and 

some skydiving too! – at the Accuracy Nationals

WORDS: CARL WILLIAMS

T
he 2018 BPA National 
Accuracy Championships 
were another success as 
competitor numbers 
surpassed the previous  
four years! It was great 

to see the regulars and some new faces 
from other PTOs. We had 38 competitors 
consisting of 15 Seniors, 12 Intermediates 
and 11 Novices.

Chief Judge Bob King was accompanied 
by Don Tomkinson, Roger Flavell and 
Frank Mallabone. Andy Houston provided 
all the Accuracy equipment for the event. 

Goody bags were handed out for the 
practice day on April 10, including Jimmy’s 
‘special socks’! Thankfully, six lifts got up 
towards the end of the day. 

Sticking with the classics
Wednesday saw a disappointing start to 
the competition as the weather never 
cleared, despite the forecast saying 
otherwise. However, fun was had in the 
hangar that night as the free beer fridge 
was opened, fish and chips were back 
by popular demand for the second year 
running and the Total Wipeout game  
was enjoyed by everyone, even if it did 
lead to some sore bits the next day.  
Big thanks go to Adam George from  
In House Entertainments and his team  
for the food and entertainment. Tony 
Butler was seen going up for seconds... 

Tony also surprised both Carl and 
Sara Williams with a BPA Certificate  
of Merit for services to the sport of 
parachuting for promoting Accuracy  
over the last four years, which was  
greatly appreciated. 

Thursday was an early start at 7am 
and blue skies meant the Seniors 
completed seven rounds. Four people  
tied for first place at the end of that day. 
The Intermediates and Novices also 
completed six rounds too. 

Friday never really cleared enough 
altitude for the Novices and Intermediates, 
but the Seniors started Round 8 on the 
Southern PLA in the middle of the 
afternoon. After Round 10, which was  
the last round, Carl Williams, Dave 
Crowhurst and Janos Leszko were all tied 
in first place. An 11th round jump-off had 
to be completed to decide the winner.

So, with 30 minutes to go before the 
end of the competition, the aircraft 
kept turning on the ground while Carl, 
Dave and Janos packed quickly at the pit. 
Individual passes saw Dave score 1cm, 
Janos 4cm and last-to-land Carl needed  
to score a dead centre to win but ended  
up with 2cms. 

Ending on a high
Big congratulations to Dave Crowhurst 
for winning this year’s Nationals. Carl 
took second place and Janos came third. 

Team Accuracy was won by Team GB. 
Second place went to Move the Tuffet and 
third went to POPS. Janos Leszko
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The Intermediate category was won 
by Tony Lightfoot. Second place went  
to Kolio Shamburov and third place  
went to Steve Adams.

The Novice category was a clean 
sweep for Swansea. It was won by  
Rhys Jenvey, second place went to  
Murray Marsh and third place went  
to Trevor Lewton. 

Club Cup went to Sibson’s A Team, 
which included Les Carrol, Peter 
Thewless and Kolio Shamburov. 

Big thanks to Becky, Danni, Ricky 
and Reg for all the help running the 
competition behind the scenes, to  
Adam George for dispatching the  
Novices and to Steve Adams for looking 
after the Intermediates. Thanks also  
go to Ben and Dave for the amazing 
cupcakes (all 350 of them!) and for the 
huge cake at the party night. 

One more thing…
This year was going to be the last one 

that Swansea intended to host the 
Nationals but, after so many people  
asked for it to bid for the event again,  
it was announced that Swansea would 
indeed bid for the Nationals again in 2019. 
This is not guaranteed but, if Swansea  
is awarded it next year, the intention 
would be to hold it in a midweek slot  
in August (dates TBC). 

Thank you to everyone who took 
part in the event and made the event  
so memorable! 

SENIORS: 

Team GB

Carl Williams

Steve Hastings

Pete Sizer

Dave Crowhurst

Les Carroll

Move the Tuffet

Jimmy Frith

Esther Reynolds

Rumi Raduntcheva

Nick Johnston

Richard Bissett

POPS

Brian Shaw

Jeff Chandler

Janos Leszko

Grayson Summers

Alun Morris Jones

INTERMEDIATES:

Adam George

Lee Matthews

Jay Townsend

Eloy Navarro Fisher

Sam Chess

Michael Price

Sophie Rees

Tony Lightfoot

Steve Adams

Koilio Shamburov

Antony Rabey

Craig Hawker Thomas

NOVICES:

Paul Van Dermeer

Platon Antonopulos

Gareth John

Elizabeth Thewless

Peter Thewless

Rhys Jenvey

Lee Cogman

Trevor Lewton

James Lewton

Murray Marsh

Lewis Cashell

Senior podium

Dave Crowhurst

Intermediates

Carl Williams
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V F S  R U L E S

T
his year, Vertical Formation 
Skydiving (VFS) celebrates  
its 11th birthday at the BPA 
National Championships. A lot 
in the sport has changed in that 

time, with the dive pool increasing in size  
to match the FS AAA dive pool in 2017 and 
the di�culty increasing as new and harder 
blocks and randoms have been added.

Now that VFS is truly equivalent to FS 
AAA in scope, the focus of the community 
has switched to making it more 
approachable for first-time competitors. 
It’s very di�cult to learn 22 blocks and 16 
randoms in your first year of competition, 
so scratch teams have rarely achieved 
double-digit points over eight rounds.

Last year, we ran a trial competition 
to see how viable an Intermediate 
category would be. It was a great success 
and it proved that VFS can be accessible 
and enjoyable for all levels of freeflyer. 
There have been a few tweaks to the 
format for this year, but the principle  
is broadly the same.

Intermediate VFS
The Intermediate category remains 
4-way VFS and keeps head up flying, but 
eliminates some of the more di�cult 
points such as double head down outface 
and most points with multiple head up 
flyers. It drops down to eight rounds in 
line with the reduced number of points.

This is very similar to the format 
trialled in 2017 and we have found it to be 
a far more suitable entry in to the world 
of VFS. Scratch teams were able to post 
some very respectable scores and it is 
genuinely accessible to anyone with FF2 
who can fly together in a small group.

Rookie VFS
The Rookie category is a 2-way 
competition based loosely on the old 
Freefly compulsories. The team must 
consist of at least one FF2 jumper because 
some of the points have one person head 
down. The other two members can be 
FF1. If you would like to find out more, 
all of the rules and dive pools can be 

found on the competitions section of the 
BPA website.

Getting started
To help out any budding VFSers this year, 
Omni 99 will be running two BPA VFS 
Roadshows – one at Netheravon and the 
other at Hibaldstow. With something 
happening at both ends of the country, 
there’s no excuse not to get involved!

Join us at Netheravon on July 21-22 
and Hibaldstow on July 28-29. The events 
will include free coaching and organising 
and, if enough people turn up, a mini 
competition. The only requirement is  
FF1 and the ability to fly in a small group.

The focus of the Hibaldstow Roadshow 
will be on the 4-way Intermediate category 
and the focus at Netheravon will be on 
the 2-way Rookie category. If you want  
to get coaching for other categories, 
please come along anyway – we’ll be 
happy to help you out. For both events, 
you can come along with a team or alone 
and we’ll put people into groups.

Intermediate team 

The Pandies at the 

2017 test event

VFS is changing. Find out how here

WORDS AND PHOTO: GREG LUCAS, OMNI 99
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F L Y I N G  H I G H
Two BPA members were celebrated at this year’s RAeC Awards

OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER: MARTIN GAMMON, HERE AND NOW PHOTOGRAPHY

1
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T
he Royal Aero Club 
(RAeC) is the national 
co-ordinating body for  
air sport in the United 
Kingdom, dating back  
to 1901. Each year, an 

awards ceremony is held to celebrate  
the great and the good of aviation from 
member organisations including several 
aircraft and pilots’ associations, 

1  The BPA party 
2

3

ballooning, gliding, microlights and,  
of course, the BPA.

Of the many awards presented by HRH 
Prince Andrew, the President of the RAeC, 
on the evening of May 17, two were to BPA 
members. Dan Guest was awarded a Royal 
Aero Club Bronze Medal, while Jackie 
Smith received the Jim Crocker Trophy for 
an Outstanding Contribution to the Sport. 
This is a BPA award, not a Royal Aero Club 
award, but Jackie also has two of those 
already in the form of a Royal Aero Club 
Gold Medal and the Prince of Wales Cup!

Dan Guest

The Bronze Medal of the Royal Aero 
Club is awarded for meritorious 
achievements in aviation or for those  
who have made a major contribution  
to the work of the Royal Aero Club,  
its members or to a field of aviation.

Dan Guest has put in an enormous 
amount of work and time, resulting in an 
extremely successful 2017 which culminated 
in him winning the BPA Nationals in three 
different disciplines: VFS, CP and Freestyle. 
Dan flies camera as part of multiple 
National Champion team Omni as well 
as Freestyle team Volosity. He can often 
be found on the pond at Dunkeswell, 
swooping canopies that are less than half 
the size of most weekend jumpers’!

As well as the various British National 
titles Dan has won, he also represented 
Great Britain at the Skydiving World Cup 
in 2017, winning bronze in Freestyle. 

Dan has also been successful in various 
Indoor wind tunnel competitions, 
including the second FAI World  
Indoor Skydiving Championships.

Dan is extremely quiet, but is a great 
ambassador for skydiving. He has earned 
the respect of his fellow skydivers and is 
happy to pass on his knowledge to those 
who are also keen to learn.

Receiving this award was the icing 
on the cake in a year in which he also 
received the Taz Causer Skydiver of the 
Year Award. Dan celebrated in London 
with his family at the awards ceremony, 
where his mum was delighted to meet 
Tim Peake! Major Tim was there to 
receive the FAI Yuri Gagarin Gold Medal 
for his achievements in space. Dan then 
went back to Dunkeswell, where he did 
his 5,000th jump three days later.
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Jackie Smith

The BPA Jim Crocker Trophy for an 
Outstanding Contribution to the 
Sport is awarded by the BPA Council  
in recognition of an exceptional and 
sustained contribution to the sport  
over an extended period of time.  
John Smyth MVO (a BPA Vice President 
and UK Delegate to the International 
Parachuting Commission of the FAI,  
the World Air Sports Federation) 
explains why Jackie Smith has been 
awarded this prestigious trophy:

“I will outline the significance 
of Jackie’s achievements in sport 
parachuting, especially in regards  
to the 1970s and 1980s and the barriers 
she had to overcome at that time.

“As a serving soldier in the UK 
Women’s Royal Army Corp, she took 
up Sport Parachuting. Her obvious 
talent was soon recognised and she was 
invited to join the Parachute Regiment’s 
Free Fall Display Team, the Red Devils, in 
1971. This act in itself raised eyebrows. 
After numerous memorable incidents 
and winning many competitions as a 
Red Devil, Jackie was presented with 
the coveted Parachute Regiment ‘Red 
Beret’ in 1973. She was the first female  
in the world to wear a Red Beret and so, 
by overcoming ingrained prejudices, 
was already an inspiration to all female 
skydivers in the UK.

“She went on to win numerous 
National Championships in Style and 
Accuracy over the years, but also took 
up FS 4-way and 8-way (RW, as it was 
called then) and won many UK National 
Championships in that discipline as 
well. I believe she was the first person 
to ever do that and was certainly the 
first female. This led to another first: 
representing the UK in six World 
Championships in two different 
disciplines. This culminated in more 
firsts in 1978 and 1979.

“In 1978, at the World Championships 
in Style and Accuracy in Zagreb, Jackie 
won gold in Female Accuracy and was 
also first in the world, including the 
men. She did this by being the first 
person ever, male or female, to score 
consecutively 10 x 0.00cm on an 
electronic pad at a World Championships. 
This was an outstanding achievement, 
especially as she was not jumping a 
specialised Accuracy canopy but a Strato 
Star. For this, she earned her place in 
the Guinness Book of Records. In 1979,  
at the RW World Championships,  
Jackie was on the 4-way and 8-way UK 
teams and won silver in the 4-way. 
Winning WPC medals in different 
disciplines was another first.

“She continued to compete for 
many years after that, becoming a   
UK Champion again and competing  

in various WPCs or WCs, winning  
silver medals. By now, though, Jackie 
had become a legend in the UK and,  
I believe, highly respected throughout 
the world skydiving community. It is  
on this point that I believe Jackie also 
deserves recognition. She never allowed 
any of this to go to her head.

“In a decade when the term ‘Skygod’ 
was born, her enduring love of the sport 
prevailed as her modesty shone through. 
She was determined to give back to our 
sport as much as she could and became 
an inspiration to everyone in the UK, 
male or female. She toured the UK, 
coaching and passing on all her skills 
and entered many ordinary domestic 
competitions. I personally benefited 
from this in coaching seminars and, 
in one small regional competition  
when my team were one short, she 
insisted on jumping with us – 
notwithstanding that she was the 
reigning World Champion and record 
holder. Our team were not good and 
there were many others at this comp,  
so I could not understand why she 
would jump with us and win nothing 
when the ‘good guys’ had a slot. 

“Jackie did not have, nor has she ever 
had, an ego. She is simply a dedicated, 
motivated and talented skydiver whose 
determination is now to help and 
inspire others to achieve what she has.” 

2  Dan Guest, 
by Rob Lloyd

3  Dan Guest with 
HRH Prince Andrew 

4  Jackie Smith 
receiving the BPA 
Jim Crocker Trophy 

5  Jackie Smith 
being awarded the 
Prince of Wales Cup 
by the man himself, 
our Patron!

6  Jackie Smith 
receiving the Royal 
Aero Club Gold 
Medal from HRH 
Prince Andrew
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COMPLETE PARACHUTE SYSTEMS

STUDENT STARTER PACKS

• JUMPSUITS • HELMETS • GOGGLES

FREE
RIG HIRE
(Ts & Cs apply)• CAMERA GEAR • ALTIMETERS • VOUCHERS

Hinton Air�eld,  

Northants NN13 5NS

T: 01295 812101

E: sales@dzsports.com

CHECK OUT OUR FANTASTIC ONLINE STORE
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WE REMEMBER

K A T H 

S A L I S B U R Y

WORDS: JOHN BAGWELL

I 
first met Kath 21 years ago when 
I was a student at Nethers and 
she immediately struck me as 
larger than life: kind, passionate 
about jumping and not to be 
messed with. I had never met 

such an inspiring character. She was 
busy all the time but she adopted 
me, which was extremely lucky for 
me! I, like so many others, remained 
firm friends with her ever since. 
There were a lot of characters 
around, but she stood out from  
an exceptional group of people. 

However you met Kath, she was 
a one in a million. Stories have been 
created over the years about being  
a part of the shenanigans that often 
happened when Kath was around. 
Her sense of fun and mischief was 
well-known, as was her ability to 
laugh at herself and to make sure 
the perpetrator knew they had  
been identified when she was not 
the originator.

Kath was often found in the bar 
at Nethers DZ on a weekend after 
a long day of instructing, and she is 
in many photos and memories of 
some of the best fancy dress parties 
and other events at the DZ. She may 
also be in fond memories of the trip 
or bicycle ride back down to the 
village after the night in the bar!

She had a fantastic sense of 
humour and one of her many 
opportunities to be mischievous was 
in skydiving. Team names such as 
Sans Plomb and Norfolk and Chance 

were common at the Armies.  
Her students adored her, and  
Kath was a constant presence 
around the DZ for many years. She 
loved instructing, even with some  
of the most stressful of students. 

Kath was a founder member of 
Smack Club. The point of the Club, 
as some of you know, is to pick the 
most inappropriate moment to 
smack each others’ bums as hard 
as you can and run away laughing. 
The founding moment of this club 
was a three-way skydive with Gwyn 
Burton back in the day. The look on 
Gwyn’s face when, after each donut, 
Kath and I whacked each other on 
the bum was expressive! He must 
have thought it was very odd, but 
didn’t say a thing on landing.

Skydiving was one of Kath’s main 
passions and another was her dogs. 
Anyone who has been on a dog walk 
with Kath and the brood knows 
about the epic walks on Salisbury 
Plain and down in Cornwall. These 
walks were her time for peace or 
catching up with other dog-loving 
friends. She spent many a time 
looking for one of the dogs as they 
chased helicopters, deer or rabbits 
across the plain for miles! More 
recently, she was found enjoying the 
wonderful sunsets at the various 
beaches near her and Doug’s home in 
Cornwall while on dog walks. Kath 
loved taking photos and took many 
spectacular shots over the years.

Kath loved the Salisbury area and, 
for as many years as I can remember, 
spent her birthday morning up on 

the plain by the stones watching the 
sunrise. The moment always felt 
special and was a strong bond she 
felt with the local area she called 
home for so many years.

Kath also loved barbecues in 
her back garden. Her house was 
always open and tea, food – 
especially cake – and alcohol flowed. 
A great place to go to and just drop 
in, she always used to say that 
“Kath’s tearoom is always open”. 
There was not just tea and a piece  
of cake, but also a listening ear with 
a common sense, often humorous 
– but always caring – word of advice 
or suggestion when requested.

The earlier days of her dropzone 
years were often characterised by 
parties at Kath’s home at the 
weekend, with stories of antics and a 
new friend made over a glass or two. 
Anyone who knows Kath knows  
she had a weakness for a glass or 
two of the pink. The words “Ah,  
go on then…” and “It would be  
rude not to…” and “Running dry…” 
would often be heard.

When Kath met Doug, her life 
changed dramatically. She found 
someone she could be with, 
someone who she was willing to 
share her time with over and above 
skydiving – which in itself showed 
how much Doug meant to her. 
People often asked me where she 
was over the last few years, but were 
invariably very happy to hear the 
reason why Kath wasn’t such a 
regular at the DZ anymore. I had 
the huge privilege of accompanying 

Kath down the aisle when she 
married Doug on November 3 last 
year. It was such a wonderful day, 
with their family and friends 
helping to get the day organised. 
Kath joked that she could set up a 
new business: a wedding in three 
days! It was an exceptional day, with 
all who attended feeling extremely 
privileged to take part in Kaff Kaff 
and Doug Doug’s special day.

Kath appreciated that there was 
much more to life than work. She 
took voluntary early redundancy so 
she and Doug could buy their future 
home in Cornwall. They both went 
through a lot of blood, sweat and 
tears down there not just selecting 
the right house, but in designing, 
sourcing and working on it.

From the day they met, Doug was 
Kath’s rock. Doug stayed by Kath’s 
side constantly to support her when 
she was diagnosed until she passed 
away on April 15. His very obvious 
love for Kath – and hers for him 
– meant this part of Kath’s life was 
never lonely or without love and 
caring. We all loved Kath, Kath 
loved Doug. Doug is now a part 
of our family, and we will look out 
and care for him as we did Kath.

To try and sum up Kath is 
impossible, but I have a few words I’d 
use to describe her: open, truthful, 
approachable, straight-talking, 
honest, reliable, down-to-earth, 
trustworthy, funny, compassionate, 
common sense, a love of laughter, 
high fives! Simply, she was a 
remarkable and exceptional woman. 
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N E W  B P A 

C A M E R A 

M A N U A L
Thanks and congratulations 

to Tim Parrant, a full-time 

cameraflyer, for writing the new 

BPA Camera Flying Coaching 

Manual. It contains sections on 

awareness, helmets, cameras, 

mounting, attachments, 

deployment, emergency 

procedures and �lming tandems.

Ask the average skydiver what 

the BPA minimum requirements 

are to jump camera and most 

people will reply “200 jumps” – 

but that’s not quite the full story. 

You actually need a C Licence and 

a camera brief and while, yes, you 

need 200 jumps to get a C Licence, 

you also need to have passed 

your B Licence (jumpmastering, 

flightline checking and accuracy, 

anyone?). You also need to have 

gained another Grade 1 such as  

FS1 or FF1.

The camera brief can be given 

by anyone nominated by the Chief 

Instructor, which will often mean 

one of the more experienced 

Whether you’re 

jumping a single 

GoPro or a six-

camera setup, you 

need to have thought 

it through properly.  

Photo of Bruno 

Brokken and Tom 

Sanders taken by 

Denise Sanders
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The DZs given are the ones 

where the coach achieved 

their rating, but they may be 

available to coach at other DZs. 

Congratulations to all.

BASIC FREEFLY COACH

Gary Murray, Beccles

James Parry, Langar

Levi Hamill, Black Knights

Stuart Storey, Peterlee

Linley Ewing, Langar

Dylan Bartle, Weston

Michael Morton, Headcorn

BASIC TRACKING COACH 

Ian Batey, Peterlee

Freya Lees, Weston

CP COACH

Kenny Baker, Chatteris

FS COACH

Katherine Neuberger, Sibson

Robert Peterson, St Andrews

Corrie Edgar, Hibaldstow

Richard Harrison

John Hillam, Peterlee

Sophie Rees, Swansea

Glynn Somers

TRACKING COACH 

David Pacey, APA

Joby Chadd, Pilgrims

Stuart Storey, Peterlee

Stephen Simpson, Cark

WINGSUIT COACH

Mark King, Beccles

N E W 
C O A C H E S

cameraflyers. But you need to 

pick your timing carefully; these 

are some of the busiest people on 

a weekend. I have seen camera 

briefs take an hour and cover every 

aspect of the jump, and I have 

also met people who have pretty 

much stuck a GoPro to the top of 

their full-face (because who needs 

a cutaway?) and gone for the 

minimalist approach to brie�ng.

So this manual is perfect 

for many people: busy Chief 

Instructors who want to point  

new cameraflyers towards a 

quality resource, 200-jump 

newbies to cameraflying, and  

even those of us who have been 

wearing a camera for a while but 

might be surprised to �nd out  

what we have forgotten or never 

knew. You can download the full 

manual from the Training Manuals 

section of the BPA website. 

bpa.org.uk/training-and-

progression

“First, we are skydivers 

and second, we are 

cameraflyers. It is 

important that we  

stay mindful of other 

skydivers, the jump 

spot and our altitude 

awareness.” 

“Running a piece of old 

canopy line along the  

side of the helmet or 

brushing the pilot bridle 

pass will help spot any 

snagging issues.”

“The jumper should be 

looking at the horizon during 

deployment to ensure that 

the head remains in line with 

the spine. Any position of the 

head that is not in line with 

the spine during deployment 

is likely to result in neck 

injury in the event of a hard 

opening. Don’t look up 

during opening; doing so 

will increase the chances 

of a line snagging on your 

helmet and may also result 

in neck injury.” 

“Safety cone: When  

flying up and around, 

imagine a cone around 

the tandem pair and the 

drogue. Fly around the 

outside of the cone.” 

“Once you have landed,  

it is easy to become 

fixated as a cameraflyer 

when filming your  

tandem pair landing.  

Stay alert of other 

parachutists landing 

around you.”

T O P  T I P S  F R O M  
T H E  N E W  M A N U A L
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A F F I : H A V E 

Y O U  G O T  W H A T 

I T  T A K E S ?
PHOTOS: CHRIS COOK 

AFF Instructors are often some of 

the most experienced skydivers on 

the dropzone. They need to be, as they 

must have earned a D Licence and 

accumulated 10 hours in freefall before 

even being allowed on the course  

(if their Chief Instructor recommends 

them, that is). As well as separately 

becoming a CH Coach, there is then 

a proficiency card to complete before 

attending a week-long Basic Instructor 

course, then a second proficiency card 

before coming back for the real deal: 

the AFF Instructor course. 

The AFF Instructor course includes 

a closed-book test on the BPA 

Operations Manual and aspects of 

AFF instruction. The candidate will be 

evaluated on their teaching, including 

at least one classroom lesson from 

the ground school, a progression brief 

and a 20-minute call.

Once they have successfully 

demonstrated sufficient teaching 

ability, they will be assessed on their 

skydiving ability. This is where the fun 

really starts! Experienced Instructor 

Examiners get to role-play being AFF 

students and the Instructor candidates 

have to deal with whatever is thrown 

at them, from stroppy students who 

want to progress faster to scared 

students who �uff their exit count and 

stay in the plane, gung-ho students 

who try to exit early without their 

Instructors, and all kinds of instability 

and shenanigans in between! 

AFFI candidates get to do at least 

one practice jump, followed by five 

scoring jumps. Scores from each  

jump range from 0-4 points per  

jump and may be on any AFF Level. 

A score of zero could mean that the 

candidate wasn’t near the student  

at pull altitude or failed to spot a 

major safety issue such as a problem 

on the �ightline check. A score 

of four is hard to get and is high 

praise indeed! To be successful on 

the jumping part of the course, the 

candidate must score a minimum of 

12 points over the five scoring jumps. 

If you think you’ve got what it takes, 

it’s a long road ahead of you but you 

can download the relevant forms to 

see what’s involved. Head to the BPA 

website and type ‘AFF’ into the ‘form 

search’ box.
Stay close, don’t panic,  

keep giving hand signals!

Thighs dropped

Sticking close
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GoPro Hero

Love a bit of GoPro action? Got a load of 

mounts from your old camera and want to 

upgrade, but don’t want to spend the big 

bucks needed for their flagship models? 

GoPro have you got you covered with the 

launch of their new entry-level camera.

Dubbed simply ‘Hero’, the new shooter is 

basically a stripped down version of some 

of their pricier options, but with all the same 

compatibility for mounts and accessories.

Hero is housed in the same shape as their 

Hero6 Black, which means you get the same 

waterproo�ng (down to 10m) and a touch 

screen on the back with a cut-down set of 

options. It doesn’t get the Hero6 Black’s  

GP1 processor, but you will get built-in  

image stabilisation and voice control.

There’s no 4K here, but the 1080p footage 

at either 30FPS or 60FPS will be more than 

ample for most users. You can shoot at 1440p, 

but the camera will force a 4:3 aspect ration 

on you. There aren’t many manual controls 

here either, so you’re relying on the camera to 

set up exposure and shutter speed. However, 

for the average user who likes to just press 

record, this isn’t a major drawback. 

For those who prefer a still picture, the 

Hero will take 10MP JPEGs and can shoot 

G E A R  Z O N E

bursts of 10FPS. Time interval shooting is still 

there, but you only get one option: 0.5 seconds. 

Unlike its bigger brothers, there’s no RAW 

capability either.

If you’re looking for a cheap upgrade to an 

older GoPro and don’t mind a limited set of 

features and no 4K, this could well be the 

camera for you.

£199 from all the usual retailers 

gopro.com

Overdose 
Industries Wingsuit 
Leg Bungee
If, like me, you like to dabble in 

both wingsuit flying and a bit of 

freeflying, you may be familiar with 

the pain of setting up your rig for the 

different disciplines. Sure, getting 

the wingsuit on and off is one part 

of it, but the one that always slows 

things down is the freefly bungee 

between the leg straps. 

Thankfully, the guys at Overdose 

Industries have come up with a 

pretty awesome solution in the form 

of their new Wingsuit Leg Bungee.

Once connected to your leg 

straps, it can be easily separated  

to put on or take off your wingsuit 

and then reconnected without  

any of the hassle of having to  

undo tight old knots.

Made half from elastic and  

half from gutted paracord with a 

strong and durable plastic barrel, 

it’s easy to install. In use, it does  

the job really well without you 

knowing it’s there. 

Available in black or clear, you 

can pick yours up for the bargain 

price of £10 from their website: 

overdoseindustries.com
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Vigil

If you have a Vigil AAD 1 or 2  

in your container, listen up.  

The company have issued an 

updated Product Advisory for Vigil 

1 owners and a Product Service 

Bulletin for those with a Vigil 2.

For full details on both of  

these, please head over to  

Vigil’s website at vigil.aero

Product Advisory –  

Update to ADV-01-2017

Since January 2017, the metal 

battery pack for Vigil 1 is no 

longer field replaceable and 

must be returned to either AAD 

or Vigil America when a battery 

replacement is necessary. 

This update notes that the 

encapsulated battery is no longer 

available, so there is now only  

one option if you have one of  

these units. You can send your 

AAD back, along with €300 (plus 

VAT and shipping), and exchange  

it for one of the company’s new 

Vigil Cuatro units – which have  

a 20-year life expectancy. 

You have until the end of 

December 2018 to take advantage 

of this or, if you wait until next year, 

you’ll only be offered a pro-rated 

replacement based on the number 

of years left on your current unit.

Product Service Bulletin  

01-2018

This PSB concerns all Vigil units 

with firmware 5.05, 5.06, 6.01 

or 6.02 that have not yet been 

updated to a higher version.  

Units with these firmware  

versions will go into protection 

mode +- 30,000ft.

Vigil have, therefore, made  

the decision that units with  

these firmware versions must  

not be taken higher than 27,000ft 

until they have been updated at 

the factory. 

The number of people actually 

affected by this is going to be 

small, and Vigil have said that 

no immediate action has to be 

taken if you are staying below this 

altitude. However, as units can 

change hands, they have made 

it mandatory that your unit is 

updated before May 31 2020. 

You can check your current 

firmware version in the ‘Info’ 

menu on the unit and, if yours is 

affected, head to vigil.aero/rma 

to send it back. You’ll only need 

to cover the shipping to them, 

and in return they’ll update the 

firmware, give the unit a free  

full maintenance and, if your  

unit serial number is higher  

than 11,000, you’ll get a free 

upgrade to Cuatro. 

Sun Path Javelin  
Cloud Leg Pads

When we think about making a 

container better, we tend to think 

of better risers or new deployment 

techniques. However, Sun Path 

have just announced something 

way, way more important. Seriously. 

Their new Cloud Leg Pads manage 

to revolutionise an area of the 

container I hadn’t even thought 

about really upgrading before.

A new tapered design provides  

a much bigger surface area around 

your cheeks and then narrows 

right in over your hips. This gives 

you a much more supportive 

surface around where you’re 

sitting under canopy, meaning  

it’s much more comfortable.

The innovation doesn’t stop 

there, though. They’ve filled  

those new straps with a durable, 

anti-microbial memory foam  

(like a Tempur mattress, no less) 

and changed the way the stitching 

is done so there’s no uncomfortable 

binding tape digging in. They’re 

constructed from neoprene and  

the whole package is said to make 

life much more pleasant with your 

rig on around the DZ, on the plane 

and especially under canopy.

If you want a new level of butt 

comfort, you can add the new  

cloud Leg Pads to your custom 

Javelin for no extra cost for all 

orders made before July 8 2018.

Got an older Jav? Great news –  

if you have articulated hip-rings, 

you can easily have these bad  

boys retro-fitted.

By James 

‘Macca’ 

Macdonald

Facebook.com/

skydive macca
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1 Black Knights

Black Knights  

Parachute Centre

Hillam Lane, Cockerham, 
Lancashire LA2 0DY
DZ: 01524 791820
Mob: 07970 764850
bkpcinfo@googlemail.com
bkpc.co.uk

Blackhawk Caravan
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2 Bridlington

Skydive GB

East Leys Farm, Grindale 
Road, Bridlington, E Yorkshire YO16 4YB
T: 01262 228033  
Mob: 07522 335713
info@skydivegb.com
skydivegb.com

GA8 Airvan

3 Cark

Skydive North West Club

Cark Airfield, Flookburgh, 
Nr Grange-over-Sands, 
Cumbria LA11 7LS
DZ: 01539 558672
T: 01229 889516 
skydive-northwest@totalise.co.uk
skydivenorthwest.co.uk

PAC 750XL
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4 Chatteris

North London  

Skydiving Centre

Chatteris Airfield, Nr Stonea, 
March, Cambridgeshire PE15 0FB
DZ: 01354 740810
T: 0871 664 0113 
info@ukskydiving.com 
ukskydiving.com

Twin Otter, Nomad

5 Cornwall 

Cornish Parachute Club

Perranporth Airfield, 
Higher Trevellas, St Agnes, 
Cornwall TR5 0XS
Mob: 07790 439653
cornishparachuteclub@hotmail.co.uk
cornishparachuteclub.co.uk

Cessna 206, guest aircraft

6 Dunkeswell

Skydive.buzz Ltd

Dunkeswell Airfield,  
Dunkeswell, Devon EX14 4LG
T: 01404 890222 
Mob: 07718 638000
office@skydive99.com
skydive99.com

Three Beech 99s and Caravan
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7 Headcorn

Skydive Headcorn

Headcorn Airfield, 
Headcorn, Kent TN27 9HX
T: 01622 891670 
jump@headcorn.com
headcorn.com

Cessna Caravan, Islander

8 Hibaldstow

Target Skysports

Hibaldstow Airfield, 
Hibaldstow, Brigg, N Lincs DN20 9NN
DZ: 01652 648837
T: 01132 505600 
info@skydiving.co.uk 
skydiving.co.uk

Dornier G92 twin turbine,  

Supervan 900 Cessna Caravan

9 Hinton

Hinton Skydiving Centre

Hinton Airfield, Steane, Brackley, 
Northamptonshire NN13 5NS
T: 01295 812300  
info@skydive.co.uk
skydive.co.uk

PAC 750XL
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10 Jersey

Skydive Jersey Ltd

C/O Jersey Aero Club,  
L’Avenue de la Reine Elizabeth II,  
St Peter, Jersey, Channel Islands 
JE3 7BP
T: 01534 747410
info@skydivejersey.net 
skydivejersey.net

Cessna 206, guest turbines
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11 Langar

British Parachute Schools

Langar Airfield, Langar, 
Nottingham NG13 9HY
T: 01949 860878 
info@skydivelangar.co.uk
skydivelangar.co.uk

Two Cessna Grand Caravans,  

guest aircraft 
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12 Netheravon

Army Parachute Association

Airfield Camp, Netheravon, 
Salisbury, Wiltshire SP4 9SF
T: 01980 628250 
generalenquiries@netheravon.com
netheravon.com

Two BlackHawk Caravans,  

guest aircraft

13 Paragon

Paragon Skydiving

Errol Airfield, Grange,  
Errol, Perthshire PH2 7TB
T: 01821 642454 
billy.gollan@btinternet.com
paragonskydiving.co.uk

Cessna 182
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14 Peterlee

Peterlee Parachute Club

The Airfield, Shotton 
Colliery, Co Durham DH6 2NH
T: 01915 171234
enquiries@skydiveacademy.org.uk
skydiveacademy.org.uk

Cessna 182, Supervan  

900 Cessna Caravan

15 Reading

London Parachute School

Chiltern Park Aerodrome, 
Icknield Road, Ipsden, Oxfordshire 
OX10 6AS
T: 0845 130 7194
info@londonparachuteschool.com
londonparachuteschool.com

Islander, Cessna Grand Caravan

16 Salisbury

Go Skydive Ltd

Hangar 3, Old  
Sarum Airfield, 
Old Sarum, Salisbury SP4 6DZ
T: 01722 567536
info@goskydive.com
goskydive.com

Supervan 900 Cessna Caravan

17 Skydive Shobdon

Shobdon Aerodrome
Leominster, Hereford
HR6 9NR
T: 01568 313333
info@skydiveshobdon.co.uk
skydiveshobdon.co.uk 

Airvan

18 St Andrews

Skydive St Andrews

Osprey Road, Fife Airport, 
Glenrothes KY6 2SL
T: 01592 882400
skydivestandrews@mail.com
skydivestandrews.co.uk

Cessna 185, Turbo Cessna 206

19 Strathallan

Skydive Strathallan

Strathallan Airfield, Nr Auchterarder,
Perthshire PH3 1LA
DZ: 01764 662572
T: 07836 201953 
kkbrady@btinternet.com
skydivestrathallan.co.uk

Three Cessna 206s, guest turbine

20 Swansea

Skydive Swansea

Swansea Airport, Fairwood, 
Swansea SA2 7JU
T: 07779 019655
info@skydiveswansea.co.uk
skydiveswansea.co.uk

Cessna Caravan

21 Swindon

Blue Skies Freefall Club

Redlands Airfield,  
Redlands Farm, Wanborough, 
Swindon SN4 0AA
T: 01793 791222
info@skydivelondon.co.uk
skydivelondon.co.uk

Airvan

22 Tilstock

Skydive Tilstock Freefall Club

Tilstock Airfield, 
Whitchurch, Shropshire SY13 2HA
T: 01948 841111
skydive@skydivetilstock.co.uk
skydivetilstock.co.uk

Airvan
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23 Beccles Skydivers

UK Parachuting

Beccles Airfield, Ellough, 
Beccles, Suffolk NR34 7TE
T: 01502 476131
jump@ukparachuting.co.uk
ukparachuting.co.uk

Cessna Caravan

24 Sibson Skydivers

UK Parachuting

Sibson Airfield, Wansford, 
Peterborough PE8 6NE
T: 01832 280490 
skydive@ukparachuting.co.uk
skydivesibson.co.uk

Cessna Caravan

25 Weston

RAF Weston on the Green,

Bicester, Oxford OX25 3TQ

Currently military only

26 Wild Geese

Wild Geese Skydive Centre

Movenis Airfield,  
116 Carrowreagh Road, Garvagh, 
Coleraine, Co Londonderry, N Ireland 
BT51 5LQ
T: 028 2955 8609 
jump@skydivewildgeese.com
wildgeeseskydive.com

Cessna 206, Cessna Caravan

 BPA Overseas 
Affiliated DZs (PTOs)

Cyprus

Cyprus Parachute Centre

CJSATC, BFPO 58, 
Dhekelia Garrison, Cyprus 
T: +357 2474 4114
info@skydivecyprus.org
skydivecyprus.org 

Cessna Grand Caravan

 Parachuting 
Societies

BCPA

British Collegiate  

Parachute Association

Sam Doughty, BCPA Chair 
mail@bcpa.org.uk
bcpa.org.uk

A community for  

university skydivers

POPS

Parachutists Over Phorty 

Polly Chandler, Top POP 
parachutistsoverphortyUK@gmail.com
pops.org.uk

SOS

Skydivers Over Sixty

John Houghland
13 Bowers Croft, 
Cambridge, CB1 8RP  
johnhskydive@hotmail.co.uk

9

Affiliated DZs available to BPA members – how many have you jumped at?
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1  Andy Pointer swooping in 

style, by Marcin Kowalski 

2  James and Bobby 

freeflying over the Algarve,  

by Jan Zackl

3  Ged Parker and Nick 

Davison, by Paul Dorward

4  Tibi, by Elliott Mees

5  16-year-old Georgina 

Morris, by Stevey Doran
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BECCLES

SO MUCH TO COME!
As a lot of you may know, Beccles recently had our annual Scrambles 

competition and, boy, was it a success – nil wind, blazing sun and a 

whole lot of jumping! With Rounds 1 to 3 completed on the first day 

and only the final round to complete, day two left room for loads of 

club jumps as well as big-way load organisation by Hari Ganapathy. 

We had a great turnout again this year and there were smiles from 

happy jumpers all round. The winning team was Valérie Poulin 

(Coach), Mark Walker, Amber Summerton and Jason Webb, who 

topped the competition and showed what teamwork can really do.

I’d also like to take this time to thank a few of the people who helped 

make these competitions possible, including Tomo, Steve Wilks 

(manifesting) and all of the coaches: Hari Ganapathy, Valérie Poulin, 

Katy Saxby, Mike Roberts, Pam Hawes and Andy Clements (hope I 

haven’t missed anyone). Thanks are also in order for Danny French 

(event organiser), James Brooke (video organisation and scoring),  

all of the cameraflyers who helped film the competition, all of the  

club jumpers who participated and Jude Wilson for buying all of the 

pizza. Yum.

Keep some space in your diaries for the next big competition at 

Beccles, which will be the return of the 4-way Speed later this year. 

Frenchy is organising this event yet again and we all know that he 

didn’t disappoint last year. Rumour has it that he has a few ideas up 

his sleeve, so it’s definitely not one to miss.

Huge congratulations are in order to Lee Cogman, who came fourth  

in the Accuracy National Juniors as well as taking silver in the Club 

Cup for Beccles. Well done bud, you did us very proud.

Over and out

Callum Kennedy

ACHIEVEMENTS
CAT8/CH1  Pankaj Ahlawat, Dan Barker, 

Spencer Groom, Rafal Obycki, Barry Woolard,  

Pete Woosey  JM1/CH2  Lee Cogman, Lee Harding  FS1  Aislinn Cooper  

FF1  Paul Flemans, Aaron Rudgley  TR1  Paul Flemans, Rhian Hogg  

JUMP NUMBERS  50  Lee Cogman, Lee Harding  100  Marc Gurman  

400  Amber Summerton  1,000  Callum Kennedy, Elliott Mees, Dave Tee 

BLACK KNIGHTS

LUCKY THIRTEEN
Hallelujah! Finally, some good weather headed our way for the 

Bank Holiday, which everyone will agree was well overdue. Since 

our last post, we have had a few events take place including Ally 

Milne’s Freefly and Tracking Skills weekend, Mark Lord’s Big-way for 

Beginners weekend and Will Cooke’s 12-way Intermediate event.  

We have seen lots of progression and stickers handed out over the 

past month too. 

During the Freefly and Tracking Skills weekend, Brad Needham  

and Michal Slupianek both achieved their FF1s. Levi Hamill also 

managed to gain his Basic FF Coach rating. Big thanks to Ally for  

all your coaching over the weekend; we had great feedback and  

we look forward to you returning in September. Also, a massive  

thank you goes to Dave Bloomfield, James Parry and Levi Hamill  

for helping out with some of the coaching as well. 

Will Cooke’s 12-way Intermediate event led us to two new BK club 

records, including a three-point 12-way and two-point 13-way. Massive 

thanks to Will for all your knowledge and coaching over the weekend. 

Also, a huge thank you goes to Sam Bemment for capturing it all. 

Mark Lord has also been super busy with his first big-way coaching 

event. There has been some great progression from our beginners 

and some awesome photos captured by Dave Mellor – thanks Dave! 

Mark’s next event will be in July. 

We have got lots more going on over the rest of the season. By the 

time you’re reading this, we will have had the BPA FS Roadshow 

on May 19-20. I’m sure there will be lots of stickers handed out 

over the weekend! We also have more Freefly and Tracking events, 

including Tom Shorten’s event in August and the return of Ally 

Milne in September. We have Jim Bradwell for 10-way FS in June 

and September and the POPS 15-way event in July. We also have 

Jonathan Charles visiting us in June for his WS event. 

Check out the rest of the events on our Facebook page. Hopefully, this 

weather will stick around for us to have some more fun in the sky. 

Felix

ACHIEVEMENTS
FF1  Brad Needham,  Michal Slupianek  

WS2  Andy Gleeson  TR1  Michael Simmers, 

Marc Speight  JUMP NUMBERS  700  Mick Doherty  1,400  Dave Bloomfield  

ONE HOUR IN FREEFALL  Marc Speight  THREE HOURS IN FREEFALL  

Michael Simmers  11 HOURS IN FREEFALL  Mick Doherty, Pud Waterhouse  

20 HOURS IN FREEFALL  Dave Bloomfield

BRIDLINGTON

THE LAND ROVER  

LAY IN WAIT…
The past few months have finally seen an increase in operational 

days and we are beginning to welcome summer in a cold Yorkshire 

style. This simply means we will be wearing one set of thermals 

instead of two.

We have increased the number of tandems through the door, 

particularly organised charity events including the Yorkshire Air 

Ambulance and Leeds Teaching Hospitals. Steve and Jane Cass  

NEWS

CLUB ZONE

BECCLES

Happy jumpers, by 

James Brooke

BLACK KNIGHTS

By Dave Mellor
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also raised a significant figure for the Yorkshire Air Ambulance by 

providing and selling a lot of Easter eggs at Skydive GB. This enabled 

us to write yet another cheque to our chosen charity of the year.

The mayor of Bridlington came to complete a tandem skydive with 

us in May to mark his final days in office. This was his second tandem 

skydive with us and he thoroughly enjoyed himself.

Chris Thomas came out of potential skydiving retirement and it was 

great to jump with him. This was to create a short film for a specific 

cause that he and his colleagues had raised a significant amount of 

money for. The skydive was great fun. Parking illegally and watching 

Chris running around the high-class buildings of York Racecourse in  

a full-face helmet and jumpsuit was even funnier.

The centre has had an overhaul for the first time in a long time and 

‘Lake Grindale’ has been replaced by a road. The track approaching 

the centre somewhat resembled a four-wheel driving course, 

complete with water feature. This is now shiny and new, though  

local mechanics will probably go bust due to the lack of wheel  

bearing and spring replacements. This also spurred us on to dispose  

of the vehicle graveyard, including a work van and Land Rover that 

have been in stealth mode for the past few years. Stealth mode is 

defined here as the vehicles having had so much foliage growing  

on them they had blended into the woodland…

Alec has a new nemesis, known only as ‘Mole’. This is not the cute 

creature from Wind in the Willows; this mutant beast has been 

trashing the edge of the runway and wreaking havoc. We are now 

scared it may take small animals and children into its burrows, 

because it must be at least the size of a horse to make so much mess.

Jess Saunders managed to have the first malfunction of the year on 

the first day of the BPA year. We are not sure if that is a record.

David Ruston and Nikki Bottomley made their first trip to the BPA 

headquarters for the presentation on GDPR. This was their first 

experience of the BPA HQ and they were very impressed. However, 

David borrowed the car that he expects his wife to drive around in, 

which subsequently died on the motorway. This left them stranded 

and taught David an important lesson in vehicle etiquette – buy the 

lady a better car! A rescue mission was undertaken, simply because 

we needed Nikki on reception the following morning.

We completed a ‘hop and pop Monday’ event that included an 

Accuracy event. This was a hit with the regulars, who went out of  

their way to mow a target into the PLA. The competition was 

restricted to fun jumpers and Instructors were excluded from the  

final scores, but Simon Rehill showed them how to do it by landing  

a tandem dead centre. Erik Bowie came first in the competition.

Sara Orton

ACHIEVEMENTS
CH2/JM1  Steve Cass  JUMP NUMBERS  50  

Steve Cass  200  David Ruston  300  Erik Bowie  

7,000  Andy Wesley

CARK

MAY THE WEATHER  

BE WITH YOU
The construction of the new office and reception has been 

completed and they are looking great. April saw our first four-day 

sky fest of the year. Gareth flew in with FOXY to look after all our 

sporties while the tandem and progression students had our PAC   

to themselves. Phil Curtis, Speds, Ana and Taf spent time with our 

FS groups coaching on big-ways and providing excellent one-to-one 

skydives. At the end of each day, both aircraft did a formation load 

with 28 skydivers. 

With both aircraft operating all weekend, many jumpers had spent 

up by Sunday lunchtime and we waved goodbye to FOXY early on 

Sunday afternoon. Watch out for our next FOXY Sky Fest later in  

the year. Thanks go to Phil, Taf, Speds and Ana for your time and 

effort providing excellent coaching over the four days. P.S. Taf, we 

hope your broken leg gets better soon!

May must be the month for achievements as Mike successfully 

passed his Advanced Instructor rating at Strathallan – massive 

congratulations, Mike, we know how much work has gone into this.

Georgina Morris took her first steps on the skydiving ladder on her 

16th birthday, completing her first tandem and then her AFF ground 

school the day after. AFF qualified in nine jumps and A Licence by 

19 jumps in five weeks – she hasn’t looked back, with many club 

coaches and regulars wanting to join her in the skies. Her new rig 

awaits in the stalls while she continues to downsize canopies. Big 

thanks go to Kieron and Ian for your hard work and commitment 

and well done to Georgina for your grit and determination. You’re 

officially now one of the Divas!

Mike Walmsley and Alec Hennis have become our new flockers, 

donning their new wingsuits to take advantage of clear blue skies 

during May. Their arcs around the airfield are growing bigger the 

more competently they fly. 

With weekends of clear blue skies, one-start Alpha Yankee has 

been flying non-stop and we completed more than 100 lifts in five 

days. Many thanks to our pilots – Mike, Duncan and James – as we 

couldn’t have burnt the fuel without you.

Our progression students have benefited from the much calmer 

conditions, with Cynan Parker Roth starting one weekend on DP 

and completing his 20-second delays by the second weekend. Ben 

Fisher, who converted from RAPS to AFF, progressed to Level 6 in 

one weekend. Well done Ben, you will soon be qualified.   

 The centre 
has had an 
overhaul for 
the first time 
in a long time 
and ‘Lake 
Grindale’ 
has been 
replaced by  
a road 

BRIDLINGTON

By Sara Orton
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We are all looking forward to the CRW competition in June. Cark 

CRW, with a new team member, have been cracking team jumps 

in to bring Alex up to speed. Cark Corner has been steady, with Bex 

now on a Triathlon 135. We are all rooting for you at the meet.

Teams are beginning to form for the FS Meet in July. Most have 

been using the good weather to sort out slots, height levels and 

door jams. Coaches will be available over the two days of the meet, 

so don’t be afraid to enter either a Rookie, Intermediate or more 

experienced team.

A big welcome goes to Geordie Steve Simpson, who has settled 

in at SNW as a cameraman, TBI and discipline coach. And we say 

welcome back matey to Chris Whitlock, who has finally unearthed 

his old NO-GO kit and Springo 120 to make his comeback some 16 

years after he stopped jumping. 

Kieron’s canopy course was full, with 12 participants enjoying the 

comradeship as well as the training. Most completed their jumps 

on day one, with others continuing their progression and increasing 

their skill set. This is a very highly recommended course and we 

will let you know when the next will be advertised.

Congratulations to all our achievers and we will report on the CRW 

meet, FS meet and Curt and Jeannie Bartholomew ’s Canopy 

course in the next issue.

Stuart Morris

ACHIEVEMENTS
FIRST FREEFALL  Alex Burns, Elliot Mavers, 

Jess Mears, Ben Mensah, Cynan Parker Roth  

CAT8/CH1  Ben Krause, Georgina Morris  FF1  Connor Richardson  WS1  

Alec Hennis  CP1  Steve Simpson  JUMP NUMBERS  100  Sue Manickum  

700  Alec Hennis  800  Steve Simpson

CHATTERIS

READY, SET, OUCH!
Finally, some good weather! We had one of the most successful 

Bank Holiday weekends we can remember in a long time in 

early May, with many FS coach jumps, freeflying, tracking and 

wingsuiting. The DZ was buzzing, the beer fines were flowing (once 

jumping had finished, of course) and the barbecue was sizzling. 

Unfortunately, our big-way day with Chris Shaw in May was 

cancelled and it’s due to be rearranged as soon as possible, but 

we did have another big-way anyway. We also had some wingsuit 

introduction days and Lawrence Fansa coached a Freefly skills 

weekend, followed by more barbecue and beer. Chatterm8s, the 

local 8-way team, had their first training weekend in the clubhouse 

being coached by Chris Shaw with tunnel practice in the evening, 

and they will be jumping at Chatteris over the next few months.

Our trip to Algarve was a success. The weather was horrendous 

when we arrived, but that just meant we got to hang out at the 

sports bar more. We also entertained ourselves with a haunted 

orphanage escape room that had Jan screaming like a girl, and 

gokarting which left Alison’s bum injured right where her leg straps 

go! This happened when Darren’s go kart collided with hers, in 

what he claims to have been an accident, while he attempted to  

get the fastest lap. Well done to James, Jan and Ryan for getting 

onto the leaderboard. After all that excitement, we finally got  

some glorious days of solid jumping before we had to head home. 

This included an interesting wingsuit rodeo and a fake 400th. 

Recently, we’ve been able to do some balloon flights which allow 

more regulars and visitors to complete their first balloon jump. 

Congratulations to Gary on becoming the new CI. In his new role, 

Gary arranged a staff jump with Geordie planning and coaching it. 

Everyone had great fun and a lot of laughs! 

Don’t forget to come and take advantage of our cheap tickets 

loyalty scheme. It runs from February to December, so start  

getting your jumps in now for cheaper jumps later in the year!

Sophie Barnwell

ACHIEVEMENTS
FS1  Sam Barfoot, Dave Edmondson  FF1  

Avi Gidar, Ali Peock  TR2  Liam Mather  

JUMP NUMBERS  100  Dave Edmondson, Joshua Wheatley  200  

Alex Hale  400  Avi Gidar, Jan Zackl  600  Ali Peock 

CORNWALL

HAIL TO THE CHIEF
Cornwall finally remembered that it is supposed to have 

more sunshine than anywhere else in the country and has given  

us clear blue skies and light winds, so we can all go and have  

some long-awaited fun. Thanks to the ‘Chief’, the plane has got  

its teeth stuck into eating through 14 lifts a day.

Ben Cornish has taken a break from punching above his weight  

limit as a taxi driver, choosing Fairy-soft hands to fund his way to  

his 100th jump and B Licence. Sam wanted his B Licence to be 

recognised too, but went a bit too far to get a mention in the mag. 

Unable to offer anything worthy of mentioning regarding his  

skydiving, he decided speedflying would turn some heads. Sadly,  

most heads were turned the other way when he shared his photos  

of the open fracture of his leg. Speedy recovery...

Club jumpers have been racking up the jumps and we welcome Keith, 

Carly and Mark to the DZ. Good to have Aaron back in Cornwall after 

16 months travelling too.

So great to hear that one of our AFF students from a couple of years 

back is living the dream! Chris Todd left for Australia last year, hoping 

to do a bit of packing, and is now a Tandem Instructor at a busy club. 

Good effort.

A massive thanks to the staff – Guy and Olly have settled in nicely  

to the Cornish way of skydiving and Monty is just, well, being Monty. 

Rex Cramer and Rolph play a big part in DZ life too.

Visiting jumpers and friends – old and new – are always welcome  

at the club. We’ve had surprise visits from Roger, Linda, George  

and Matty, so make sure not to leave it so long before returning.

We have a busy schedule with demos, beach jumps, open weeks  

and Bodmin DZ. Give us a call for more info.

UBI

ACHIEVEMENTS
CH2/JM1  Ben Cornish  

JUMP NUMBERS  50  Ben Cornish

HEADCORN

OVER AND OUT
After a very slow and soggy start to the year, the jumping season 

has finally begun!

A few things have happened since the last club news was released. 

Pete and Lee have done up the bunk rooms, so we now have two 

nicely insulated rooms with a fresh lick of paint. Pete and Simon have 

laid a lovely new red carpet in the aircraft too. But, most importantly, 

we have been skydiving!

We have trained lots of students so far this year. Unfortunately, 

because of the slow start, they haven’t been able to progress too 

 The 
weather was 
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bar more 
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far yet. Give it a few months and we should have lots of A Licences 

popping up.

Simon Soper went off to Hibaldstow at the start of April and returned 

with his Tandem rating – something else added to the resume of jobs 

he can be found doing on the DZ. Some may say he could be having 

too much fun, as he has seen what a tandem student has had for 

breakfast on three occasions and that was only in the first week!

Michael Morton got Pete out of the manifest and took him sitflying, 

and now has his Basic Freefly Coach rating. 

Pete has a new helper in manifest too. Chelsea Tooley’s smiley face 

can be found in there at the weekends. Watch this space, because 

Chelsea is working on her jump numbers and hopes to be part of  

the camera team soon. I’m sure you will see a lot of her on the DZ.

Brian Cumming will be back again this year to organise the Scrambles 

in July and the big-way in August. Get signed up! I have done the 

big-way for the past two years and would highly recommend getting 

involved. There is lots of fun to be had and it’s a great chance to 

develop new skills and learn how to fly big-ways safely.

Last but not least, I have resigned from my job as the Skydive 

Headcorn receptionist and my last day was May 29. Jade Evans will 

be taking over in the office – in fact, she started at the beginning of 

May – so she will be ready for the busy summer ahead by the time  

I leave. Be nice to her, please. By the time you read this, we will have 

all had far too much to drink at my leaving BBQ and will have been 

suffering with very sore heads the next day.

I have absolutely loved my time here at Skydive Headcorn. In fact,  

I’m pretty sure I’m going to have a hard time finding a job that 

compares –  to work in a place where your colleagues are like 

your family and your customers are your friends. Thanks to Pete, 

Jane and David Parker for the past five years, the skydives and the 

opportunities. Thanks to all of you for the jumps, the laughs, the 

memories and the beers we have shared.

Georgie Rhodes

ACHIEVEMENTS
CAT8/CH1  Adam Reeks, Trevor Saunders  CH2  

Karen Collins, Bejay Cutmore, Paul Green  TR1  

Nick Price  JUMP NUMBERS  50  Karen Collins, Bejay Cutmore, Paul Green  

100  Chelsea Tooley  200  Nick Price  300  Eddie Wearing  2,000  Alex Leslie

HIBALDSTOW

HALFWAY THROUGH 

AND JUST GETTING 

STARTED
As the halfway mark approaches for the season, we are picking up 

speed and the weather is finally catching up!

The Dorniers are making their way back to the DZ, ready for summer 

and team training. India Bravo arrived in time for May 1, so our capacity 

has literally doubled. As of June 1, another Dornier will join the fleet in 

time for Lesley Gale’s Big-way Camp with the help of Rai Ahmed and 

Siân Stokes. 

Satori and NFTO have joined us as sponsored teams for 2018, and 

they are already making a huge impact with coaching weekends  

and tunnel camps. There is fierce competition between the two  

teams as they challenge each other over events. The first was the 

NFTO v Satori Scrambles, which was fantastic fun despite the weather 

not playing ball. There were great lectures and plenty of advice from 

both teams, and thanks go to Debs, Cath, Taf and Ady. But there could 

only be one winner and, after a very difficult pub quiz, the ladies won 

this one.

Next up was the Taf v Cath Tunnel Scrambles. Again, great fun was 

had and there was some amazing flying from everyone. Cath decided 

it had to be boys vs girls but, despite some amazing busts by Taf, 

the boys came out as the winners by a small mile – much to Cath’s 

disappointment. Thanks to Kat for helping with one of the teams, and 

it was great to see boss man Cavill getting involved – if only to beat 

Sophie! So, with the scores tied at 1-1, we look forward to the next 

challenge. We are going to make these a regular event, so keep an  

eye out on our events page. 

Our events page is getting busy and we have regular coaches coming 

to help you progress in the disciplines you want. Satori XL and NFTO 

will help for FS, plus our own homegrown coaches with Jib Jab, 

Cath, Corrie, Dean, Coby and Jack. Matty Mitchell, Andy Godwin and 

Marcus Budgett will help for Freefly and Nigel Thurston will help for 

wingsuiting. If you would like to have some coaching, please check  

out our events page and book in with the office for most of them.  

Don’t forget to join our Experience page for more information too.

Elsewhere, Ally Tebbutt successfully completed his Tandem 

Instructor course – well done Ally. 

Andy Eady’s canopy control has improved and he ‘claims’ he has 

successfully completed 100 landings on the DZ! Don’t think there  

is a sticker for that, mate, but well done and a first chop as well, so  

get to the bar!

We also welcome back the Summer Gang of Danny, Lisa, my dad  

Bryn Chaffe, Amy, Martin and, new to the packing team, Sarah, whose 

first weekend in the packing shed was a real eye opener – ha ha. 

Well done to Chris Scott, who completed the London Marathon in  

very warm conditions. And, out of this, a fitness regime has started 

within the team. DZ Manager Kris and I have applied for the marathon 

next year, for which I’ve already been accepted (damn) and Kris is 

STILL waiting. Not sure he’s applied! And the two of us have a weight 

loss challenge going on, so find out who won in the next issue – there’s 

a meal at Lucio’s riding on it. Baldrick and Jordan have started running 

each morning so, if you want to join them, get to the centre early for 

the sunrise run.

Ash Kemp

ACHIEVEMENTS
TR2  Andy Eady  JUMP NUMBERS  50  

Kieran Midgley  100  Lee Shepherd  300  Wendy Pugh  

JERSEY

BEANS MEANS GOLD
The Jersey Beans 4-way team has struck gold in its first 

competition! The UKSL first round, hosted by Dunkeswell, saw the 

Beans clock up 44 points over six jumps in the Rookie category.  

HEADCORN

Chad Smith, by  

Tony Lloyd
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A lot of time, commitment, money and training has brought the team 

to this point, so a massive congratulations from us all to Liam, Mike, 

Claire, Hedi and Luke. Keep up the hard work and make 2018 the year 

of the gold rush!

I’m pleased to report the demo season has kicked off with an 

extremely successful weekend’s skydiving at the Jersey Boat Show. 

Over the three days of the bank holiday weekend, the team jumped 

into the harbour each day and wowed some of the 30,000 people  

who attended with smoke, flags and water landings. Well done to  

the team of Drew, Mal and Hans and everyone who helped to made 

this possible, keeping the Skydive Jersey marketing machine full-bore. 

Further demos are planned for the rest of the year, so we’ll be looking 

for more kindness from the weather gods.

In the next Mag, we hope to bring you good news and photographs 

from the Jersey Boogie One Kenobi 2018, which kicks off on May 28 

with a guest Porter from France. 

Nigel O’Brien

LANGAR

BOOGIE BANK HOLIDAY
We’ve had a great couple of months of jumping as winter has finally 

given way to spring. After a stunning Boogie 1, we had a spectacular 

bank holiday weekend – almost unheard of! There’s been lots of 

student progression, with the season’s AFF programme getting busier 

and many of the uni students working their way through RAPS. 

A large contingent of Langar jumpers headed to UKSL Round 1 in May, 

and returned with lots of bling. Congratulations to all who competed, 

and particularly to Cloudbusters and Pajama Pumas for scoring some 

medals. The next round of UKSL is at Langar on June 9-10, so get 

your teams together and come out to play!

As ever, check out facebook.com/skydivelangar/events to see details 

of all our forthcoming events.

Chris Judd

ACHIEVEMENTS
FS1  Hannah Broadbent  WS1  Lee Hackland  FF1  

Lee Hackland  TR1  Sarah Anderson, Matt Byrne  TR2  

Dan Chater, Lee Funnel, Jake Willoughby  TR3  Lee Funnel  JUMP NUMBERS  

50  Felicity Boss  800  Matt Cumming, Pete Harries  1,000  Ali Woodhouse 

NETHERAVON

APOLLO LIFTS OFF  

AT WORLD POPS
Well done Apollo for a fantastic achievement at the World POPs meet 

in Nagambie, Australia. The team – Polly Chandler, Nicola Bagwell, 

John Bagwell, Jo Haggarty and Simon Donnelly (camera) – picked 

up the silver medal well ahead of their nearest rivals. As part of the 

competition, all team members had to compete in a selection of other 

events. Even here, the team continued to pick up the gongs. Polly and 

Nicola won gold and bronze in the 4-way Scrambles and Jo and Polly 

walked away with silver medals in the 8-way. Congratulations, Apollo!

The Solstice Boogie on June 23-24 is really building momentum with 

more and more jumpers signing up. For only £25, you get all the load 

organising you could possibly want: FS, FF and WS, 4-way Scrambles 

and even sub B Licence coaching. You also receive your limited edition 

T-shirt, goodie bag, raffle ticket (only one ticket per person, so the odds 

of winning are great) and entry to our Prehistoric Party and Hog Roast.

In memory of Kath Salisbury, who sadly lost her battle with cancer 

recently, our boogie T-shirts will be in her favourite colour: purple. 

Furthermore, the 4-way Scrambles will be renamed the ‘Billy 

Bowditch Scrambles’ to honour this wonderful man. 

The early May bank holiday was an epic weekend. We did more  

than 145 lifts, with some jumpers managing in excess of 24 jumps. 

Visiting us was one of our favourite Freefly gurus, Kim Törnwall,  

who inspired all who took part in his Dynamic Freefly Spectacular. 

Dave Pacey from FSU took a second group of freeflyers on an angle 

and tracking progression event with great success. Meanwhile, in  

the hangar Hans Van Marrewijk from Performance Designs and  

Pixie and Al Hodgson from Cookie Helmets and UPT Vector were  

kept very busy answering kit questions from the floor. 

FS jumpers enjoyed a ‘mega weekend’ in April when the BPA FS 

Roadshow came to town and ran a coaching event during the same 

weekend as Trevor Hooking and his FS.com team were load organising. 

A fantastic time was had by jumpers of absolutely all experience levels.

Wingsuiters got together for a structured flocking weekend which was 

well attended and, hopefully, the first of many. The group focused 

on establishing good basic techniques and laying the foundations for 

more advanced, dynamic flocks. Watch out for more events.

PD Flight-1 courses continue to be particularly popular, with all 

modules getting booked up fast. We cannot emphasis enough the 

value of learning or ‘re-learning’ how to fly your canopy efficiently  

and safely. If you have not already done a course, sign up now!

While we are all basking in this glorious weather and jumping our 

hearts out, spare a thought for all the DZ staff who are working sun 

up to sun down and beyond! Be nice to them – you never know when 

you’ll need them to be nice to you! 

Elana Cain 

JERSEY

Top left: Liam 

Hardman, Michael 

Stocks, Claire Allen 

and Hedi Green, by  

Luke Gale

Left: Water Team

LANGAR

Top right: FS group 

at Langar Boogie 1, 

by Chris Judd

CLUB ZONE



Turn your Caravan into a SUPERVAN

CONGRATULATIONS  

SKYDIVE ACADEMY PETERLEE DZ  

ON YOUR SUPERVAN 900   CONVERSION

“Despite some awful weather in the UK, we are up 37% on our DZ’s jump 
numbers this year. This I put down to the ability of the                          to 
enable us to maximise the numbers we get up in less time and fewer 
windows of opportunity. I �nd we can lift 60 jumpers per hour as  
opposed to the previous 39!”  By Ian Rosenvinge www.TexasTurbines.com

10699 Private Road 5117, Celina, TX 75009 | Tel: +1 972-382-2500 | info@TexasTurbines.com
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PARAGON

STILL JUMPING!
At 78, Derek Thorne is Scotland’s oldest skydiver. Derek completed 

his first jump in 1960 with the Parachute Regiment from a balloon at 

RAF Abingdon and his first freefall in 1968 at Bad Lippspringe in 

Germany. He is pictured above. 

Mark McConnell D10168

PETERLEE

NO GEORDIES WERE 
(SERIOUSLY) HARMED 
IN THE WRITING OF 
THIS COLUMN
Wow – what an amazing couple of months it has been. There has 

been lots of sunshine and loads of progression.

We held The Caitlyn Jade Memorial 8-way Speed Star Event on 

June 21 with a fantastic turnout and great effort from both teams, 

especially those who’d only recently been awarded their FS1s. Team 

CJS won the shield by 2.55secs, so well done to Stephen Smith and 

his team. The day ended with a very messy night in the bar. What a 

great way to celebrate what would have been Caitlyn’s 18th birthday.

A big thank you to Areeya, James, John and Dan for the cake sale 

during this fundraising weekend, and a special thanks and well done to 

Ian ‘Geordie’ Batey who kindly auctioned his body hair to be waxed off. 

Paul Moore won the auction and, in a sadistic twist (not like Paul M at 

all), he sold off individual strips to the even more sadistic regulars who 

seemed to take an unhealthy amount of pleasure in inflicting extreme 

pain on their ACI. The awesome amount of £755.65 was raised during 

the CJS Memorial Skydive Weekend and the Geordie Waxing Show. 

Thank you to everyone who contributed to the fundraising; it was 

an awesome team effort. The money will be sent to the Children’s 

Intensive Care Ward at the Newcastle RVI, Stephen’s chosen charity.

The AFF School has had a busy start to the season, with five  

newly qualified, and congratulations also go to school manager  

Shell Meakins who took part in the 8-way World Challenge Tunnel 

meet and came away with a silver medal along with her Brit Chicks 

teammates. Our Uni clubs have been taking advantage of the glorious 

weather too with lots of progression.

Our very own Peter Hutchinson is rocking the sky yet again and he 

has been selected to participate in the Head Down World Record 

attempt in Chicago in August this year, having already successfully 

demonstrated his skill at the Head Down Tryout Camp in the Czech 

Republic. Lots of luck from everyone at the DZ

Lisa Stephenson and Simon Minto

ACHIEVEMENTS
FIRST FREEFALL  Luke Margarinos  CAT8/CH1  

Rob Fowlie, Liam Harvey, Tony Harvey, Winton 

Keenan, Peter Simpson  FS1  Samantha Bainbridge, Josh Corne, Winton 

Keenan, Heather McMullan, Connor O’Brien, David Picton  FF1  Mary Sunter

POPS

TAKING ON THE WORLD
We had another successful World POPS meet and championships in 

Nagambie, Australia. 

The UK was represented by nine people: Jeff Chandler, Keith Clark, 

Nigel Rowlan, Caroline O’Hagan, John Bagwell, Nicola Bagwell, 

Joanne Haggarty, Simon Donnelly and me. 

The national 4-way UK team Apollo took silver, second to the USA. 

The 4-way team Scrambles UK were on both the winning team and 

second place. Meanwhile, 8-way Speed UK had two people on the 

team that came second.

We were warmly welcomed in Australia and, minus the one injury 

(Keith broke his ankle, but is now on the mend), it was an enjoyable 

and successful meet.

The team are writing an article for the next Mag providing more 

details of the event as well as some initial outline of the next World 

POPs that will be held in the UK 2020 (date to be confirmed).

Polly Chandler 

PARAGON

Derek Thorne, 

Scotland’s oldest 

skydiver, on exit 

over Errol Airfield  

at Paragon 

Skydiving Club
 

POPS

Apollo on the 

podium, by  

Nigel Rowlan 
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READING

CANOPY COURSE IS  

A WINNER
We had a really successful canopy course on the first Bank Holiday 

in May, run by Jay Webster. It was very well attended, everyone got 

plenty of jumps in and there was fantastic feedback from Jay for all 

who took part. Thanks go to Martin Harris for sponsoring the course 

and, most of all, thanks to Jay for giving up a day to run the course,  

all in the name of safety and progression.

Tamsyn has done well, notching up 400 jumps, and our new A 

Licence-holders Ivo Raitchev and Rodrigo Alvarez, Terence Hughes 

(C Licence) and Max and Thud (B Licence) have done equally well. 

Rodrigo also wins the prize for the loudest woohoos on landing 

Niki finally got the 4-way she really wanted and her FS1 while 

Geoffrey really is flying now, gaining his FF1. Well done! 

Sadly, we say farewell to Mikey Lovemore. Dunkeswell’s gain is  

our loss. Many postings on our Facebook group, following the 

announcement that Mikey is leaving, said the same thing... he is a  

top bloke, an awesome friend and inspiration to many. Everyone  

has gained from the advice and skills he has shared over the years  

and we are glad he was such a major part of LPS. Who will I have  

to talk about on the microphone now that he has left? I’ll think of 

something, don’t worry!

Now a remarkable feat – Hashtag was seen packing. You’ve read it 

here so it must be true. In fact, he was seen regularly packing one  

day – something unheard of on previous weekends at LPS. Now  

that we have our packers back, he is greatly relieved never to have  

to pack again.

As remarkable an achievement as Hashtag packing is some 

competition news. Massive congratulations go to the Sky Monkeys 

who came third at the UKSL Meet 1 held at Dunkeswell on May 5-6. 

Well done to the team of Stef Inge, Wendy Smith, Katie Unwin and 

Roger Davis with our Jonny Castle on camera.

Now that summer seems to have finally arrived and we are having 

more double weekends, it would be great to see more club jumpers 

joining us in the sky. Find out more at facebook.com/groups/

LPSClubJumpers/

Finally, Hashtag is still awesome and he still can’t talk about it.  

We have no idea if Dylan is still a good boy…

Annie Lewis

ACHIEVEMENTS
CAT8/CH1  Rodrigo Alvarez, Ivo Raitchev, 

Jaroslaw Zwierzykowski  CH2/JM1  Max Pinter, 

Katie Unwin  FS1  Niki Parasyri  FF1  Geoffrey Planas  JUMP NUMBERS  

50  Max Pinter  400  Tamsyn Stanton 

SIBSON

THE BENEFITS OF  

A GOOD RUN UP
If it’s not been cloudy or windy recently, the runway has suffered 

from what turned out to be more than just April showers. But thanks 

to some breaks in the weather, Skydive Sibson finally got our jump on! 

The club jumpers came out with the weather, it seems, and there 

are a whole host of achievements to report. Big congratulations go 

to Matt Robinson for achieving 3,000 jumps and Aiden Chaffe for 

1,000 (allegedly), while Kyle incurred multiple beer fines for obtaining 

his Basic Freefly Coach Rating as well as breaking the 500 jump 

milestone. Amazingly, he’s not been grounded so far this year – but  

it’s still early days.

Darren Drew finally learned how to fly on his head, while Debi Debs 

gets to play with her friends in the sky after bagging her FS1 – nice 

one! And speaking of playing with friends, the Bradley twins and 

Shane continue to nurture budding 4-way teams. With no fewer 

than six Sibson teams represented at this year’s Bodyflight World 

Challenge, Rookie team Funnel The Tunnel (Paul Templeman, Becca 

Start, Richard Owen and Fabrizio Colonna) smashed it and walked 

away with bronze – well done guys! 

The 2018 4-way competition also got off to a flying start with glorious 

weather at the first UKSL meet in May. AAA team Vantage (featuring 

Fiona Lee, Derek Cornelius and Elliot Clapp) walked away with bronze, 

while AA team Vertigo (Sam Lee, Chris Holland and Matt Brown) 

nailed silver.

Staying on the 4-way theme, don’t forget that this year’s first 

Scrambles meet has been delayed to July 21-22. Full details will  

be posted soon on the Sibson Skydivers page, so keep an eye out!

CLUB ZONE

SIBSON

Helios FS organised 

loads. Paul Scott 

(organising), Paul 

Seymour, Billy Payn, 

Mark Eastley Rondel, 

Charlie Hoare,  

Mark Briant, Alice 

Briant, Steve Smith, 

Erica Richardson 

and George Impey, 

with Nigel Rowlan 

on camera

READING

Sky Monkeys, 

by Jonny Castle
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Now that we’re into June, let’s all hope for a dry runway and lots of 

sunshine so the fun can continue!

Matt Brown

ACHIEVEMENTS
FS1  Debi Debs  FF2  Darren Drew  WS1  Hannah 

Cooper  TR1  Niall Power, Jenny Robinson  JUMP 

NUMBERS  200  Paul Garwood  300  Owen Burbridge  500  Kyle Scholes  

1,000  Aiden “Allegedly” Chaffe  3,000  Matt Robinson

SWANSEA

SOMETHING 
BORROWED,  
SKIES BLUE
Firstly, a big congratulations to our chief cup washer upper/

hoovering at the end of the day specialist, Sophie Rees, who was 

awarded a bursary by the Royal Aero Club and used the funds to  

gain her FS Coach Rating! 

The weather has finally started to improve over the Gower and things 

have been busy for sure. Gareth Thomas and the Silver Skydivers went 

UK-wide on the BBC and BBC Wales and produced a lot of interest  

and bookings from people who watched the programme. Well done  

to Dilys for getting involved and making it so entertaining! 

Easter Saturday was a closed day for the centre so all the staff  

could witness Mikey Phillips and Vikki get hitched at an amazing  

and memorable wedding. Best wishes to you both for the future! 

Prior to the Nationals, members of the British team who will be 

heading to Bulgaria in August ran an Accuracy Roadshow – the first 

in the UK. It was attended by 14 jumpers for briefings, coaching and 

debriefs after jumps, and many of them went on to collect a medal 

during the Nationals! Many thanks to Steve Hastings and Les Carroll 

for your assistance throughout. Then came the Nationals in April, 

which was a great event for Skydive Swansea to host and the biggest 

event so far for competitor numbers. Hopefully, Swansea will be 

successful bidding for it in 2019! For more, please see P39.

Take care, be safe and hopefully we’ll see you all soon at Skydive 

Swansea…. 

Carl Williams 

ACHIEVEMENTS
CAT8/CH1  Alex Kelly, Laura O’Sullivan  

FS1  Jay Townsend  FF1  Eloy Navaro  TR1  

Danieela Hurt, Michael Price  JUMP NUMBERS  100  James Lewton, 

Trevor Lewton, Sally-Anne Watts  300  Jane McNamara  500  Steve Adams 

SWINDON

UP, UP AND AWAY
Finally, the weather is starting to play ball! We have seen some 

canopies in the skies above Swindon town and the BBQ is in action. 

With a full tandem programme, a great new bunch of AFF students 

making progress through their courses and the usual bunch of club 

jumping silliness and merriment, Redlands is very much up and 

running for the season. 

Bank Holiday opening for our club jumpers proved a popular decision 

as we lapped up the gorgeous warm sunshine. We had Tandem 

Instructors gaining their Fun Jump 1 stickers, with Chas donning his 

wingsuit and Flanners and Jonny enjoying some hop and pop fun.  

Joe got the beers in as he dipped his toe into wingsuiting and had  

his first reserve ride into the bargain, James Nicol is, getting to grips 

with his FS1 and GK continues in his quest to sneak a tube exit jump 

past Brucie. In case anyone is wondering, Brucie – despite being a hero 

pilot – was grumpy because he had to fly the aircraft all weekend. 

Chas might want to stick to wingsuiting after his tandem student 

helped him on to his reserve canopy by pulling the cutaway handle, 

despite having a perfectly good main out. But we can see what the 

student was up to – the bright orange reserve canopy matched his 

charity T-shirt perfectly and it is, after all, about looking good. 

Having already seen some “interesting” landings this year (you know 

who you are!), Wes is coming back for his annual visit in June to 

instruct us in all things canopy flying and fence avoidance. We will  

be running a range of courses from Flight 101 through to 202 so, if  

you are interested, please contact the centre direct. 

 Jenny Bouquet

ACHIEVEMENTS
CAT8/CH1  Mark Coates  CH2/JM1  James Nicol  

WS1  Joe Saunders  TR1  Joe Saunders  

JUMP NUMBERS  50  James Nicol 

SWANSEA

Mikey and Vikki 

Phillips on their 

wedding day

SWANSEA

Ricki Davies and the 

Velindre Hospital 

Fundraising mascot

SWINDON

Jonny, by  

Howard White
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TILSTOCK

AT LAST, THE 
ACTUALLY 
UNPRINTABLE
At last! The long-missed yellow ball in the sky made its return 

and we all rejoiced! So, what did we do with it? Well, some of us got 

sunburnt and others remembered to put sunblock on, but we all got 

jumping and had fun.

The sun combined with some settled winds saw a number of our 

students progressing at the hands of some of our newest instructors, 

with Lisa, Paul and Suzie all getting onto first freefall, with much 

cheering and restocking the beer fridge. By the way, do we all think it’s 

a beer fine for the Instructor when their first student achieves freefall?

Talking of firsts, we had a very enjoyable and interesting lift when 

mother, father and child all jumped, proving that the family that jumps 

together stays together (no off landings). As all are students, it was a 

great effort and they were very happy – well done Marta Hoven (mum, 

who has just done first freefall too), Zoltan Borbas (dad) and Lorinc 

Borbas (son).

With so many students jumping, that meant lots of student rigs to  

pack. As ever, Andy Pritchard dug in with vigour – the man’s a star!  

Mind you, some of us who haven’t packed a student rig for a long 

time, or only just completed their packing course, had to join in and 

the funniest packing set had to be Ozrik, myself and my daughter all 

packing student rigs at the same time with all of us running backwards 

and forwards to the pretty pictures on the wall to check we were doing 

it right. Given that all the rigs have been jumped and the students 

survived, we are all very relieved. Seriously, a big thank you for all  

those clubbies who dug in and helped to keep the students jumping.

We also celebrated another family sharing in the fun when Rich 

Scott’s cousin Tom Noakes started his solo skydiving career, having 

done a tandem last year before Rich left for Canada. Shame it’s  

a bit far for them to jump together, but I’m sure they’ll make it  

happen someday. 

At the other end of the scale, it was great to welcome Tullis Matson 

back to the sky after a long gap. Mind you, he could have done the 

decent thing and made it look harder than he did. First jump on his 

own kit was straight into the circle. Some people just don’t lose it.

It’s also good to say congratulations to Stuart Selley upon achieving 

his TBI rating. Having been behind the camera, it will be interesting  

to see how Stuart behaves in front of it in the future. No geeking  

now, Stuart!

Lisa Wright continued to impress with her performance in manifest 

and also in personal independence. Having not risked public transport 

for a very long time, she decided to see how much of the country 

could be visited on one journey from Whitchurch (the nearest railway 

station) to her home in the potteries (nearest railway station Stoke). 

The ratio of actual miles travelled to direct miles was really quite 

impressive! Good effort Lisa!

It was a close run thing with the weather, though. We got so desperate 

that Ozrik suggested a Tilly bikers’ outing. Now that would have been 

a sight to behold, and it may yet happen anyway. How about a  

round-Britain bike tour taking in as many dropzones as possible?  

Just don’t take directions from Lisa…

The last word has to go to Charlie Broomhall for that which can  

never be put into print. Well done Charlie, you made it at last.

Gary Windon

ACHIEVEMENTS
FIRST FREEFALL  Lisa Ball, Paul Goode, Marta Hovan

Suzie Whitehurst  TR2  Pete Dickens  JUMP 

NUMBERS  300  Gary Windon  1,800  Roger Hughes  FOUR HOURS IN 

FREEFALL  Dave Titcombe

WILD GEESE

HAS IT REALLY BEEN 
35 YEARS?
At long last, some decent weather! This was abundantly exploited 

at every turn. Tandem students have been steady and will hopefully 

continue to fulfil their dreams at the hands of our team of TIs. 

Recently qualified TBI Neal Fitzpatrick has been honing his skills  

with ground school work and student prep in anticipation of his 

forthcoming TI course – we wish him every success.

At sports jumper level, we have been quite active of late. Resident 

cameraflyer and all-round decent chap Matt Alderdice recently attained 

a CSBI rating, so his summer is already well mapped out for him! 

Our students have been making steady progress as well, notably Ben 

Goddard who achieve his first freefall – well done Cub! Several static 

line courses have introduced a fresh impetus into the student training 

which, along with previous students, has given us a healthy number  

of eager jumpers. Kevin Brady even took the plunge into the tunnel  

for some valuable freefall manoeuvre practice – stick at it, guys!

We had a group of eager freeflyers headed over to Bedford for a 

full day of FF coaching from Ally and Brendan. Great progress was 

achieved by Orla, Jo, Rod, Sean, Stephen and Aaron. 

Wild Geese was established back in 1983 by Dave and Maggie Penny 

and has seen many changes over the years. It was a double blessing 

for us to not only celebrate our 35th anniversary this year, but to do 

so basked in glorious sunshine really made the occasion very special 

indeed. A massive shout out to Rod McCrory for organising the beer 

and BBQ, and to Sean McKenna and Joanne Wilson for organising  

a very impressive cake (which was subsequently demolished by 

greedy skydivers). A big thanks to the one and only member of the 

crew who has been there from day one, 35 years ago, who came to 

party with us: the one and only Judith Lees. Additional thanks go out 

to Drew Galloway, chief pilot, and to all our other pilots, temporary 

staff and willing volunteers who turn up regularly to keep Wild Geese 

fully active as Northern Ireland’s only functioning DZ.

One last thing: Chainsaw McGarvey actually did a freakin’ jump.  

I know it’s hard to believe, but yes he did. See you again in a few  

years, Chainsaw.

On a sad note, our deepest condolences go out to all our skydiving 

cousins at the Irish Parachute Club in County Offaly at the recent loss 

of their loved ones. Always in our thoughts, guys.

Simon and Rod

CLUB ZONE

TILSTOCK

Marta Hovan, Lorinc  

and Zoltan Borbas, 

by Gary Windon

WILD GEESE

By Simon Finlay



16 – 31 Dec 2018

Beach landings at 4 different beaches along the coastline of the Garden 
Route, including Wilderness, Diaz and Santos Beach and Great Brak Beach. 

MINI DZ SHUFFLE (DZ HOPPING) º SPEED STAR º LOAD ORGANIZING 

IN ALL SPECIALTIES º COACHINGS º WINERY JUMPS º EVENING SOCIAL 

EVENTS º LIVE MUSIC º GROUP PACKAGES AVAILABLE

* South Africa *





5 Weeks Standard Delivery 
Check Website for current lead time

From Beginner to Expert.

Formations to Freestyle.

We got you covered!

Find your best fit:

verticalsuits.com/best-fit

IN A POPULAR 
RENAISSANCE CITY AND 
IN FRONT OF THE FAMOUS 
AND GLAMOROUS SEASIDE

It’s not just a dropzone

More info, facilities and accommodation on:



Organising a big event?
Do you have 

airplane problems?

Available for short-term lease



Incredible touch &  feel  |  Unrivalled grip  

in all conditions  |  Available in 14 sizes   

Available in a choice of 6 colours    

Machine washable & long-lasting
As worn by  

Pascal Vallee,  

Ex World Powered 

Gliding Champion

www.macwet.com

To order call: 0845 603 9075 | Email: info@macwet.com

MacWets are touch sensitive to use with iPhones, iPads and cameras.

Skydiving &

Sport Scuba Diving Medicals

Dr Margaret Clamp

MC Occupational Health

The Corner House

Rectory Road, Colwick

Nottingham NG4 2DU.

Mobile: 0780 2850084

Email: mclamp@doctors.org.uk

for advanced bookings

£55

Caravan jump pilot

- BPA approved 

- Tailwheel rated 

- MEP instructor

- Will relocate to suit

Please contact 07542568454

Seeking 
work for 

2018 
season
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K
E

Y BPA EVENTS

CANOPY PILOTING

FORMATION SKYDIVING

CANOPY FORMATION

STYLE AND ACCURACY

TUNNEL

ARTISTICS

WINGSUIT

SPEED

BPA

CP

FS

CF

S&A

A

WS

ST

Dates correct at 

time of printing

J U N E

June 9-10  

FS  BPA UKSL FS 4-way Meet 2
Location: Langar • skydivelangar.co.uk

June 9-10 

WS  BPA Wingsuit Roadshow
Location: Sibson • skydivesibson.co.uk

June 12

BPA  BPA Council Meeting
Location: BPA HQ, Leicester • bpa.org.uk

June 16-17

A  BPA Artistics 
Competition Roadshow
Location: Hibaldstow • skydiving.c o.uk

June 18-22 

BPA  Instructor Course (Tandem, 
AFF and Pre-Adv/Observers)  
Location: Sibson • bpa.org.uk

June 18-22 

      Team GB Training Camp − all 
team available to coach others
Location: Headcorn • headcorn.com

June 23-24  

CF  BPA CF Grand Prix 
Location: Cark • skydivenorthwest.co.uk

June 23-24  

      BPA Accuracy Roadshow 
Location: Headcorn • headcorn.com

June 30-July 1

FS  BPA FS Roadshow
Location: Langar • skydivelangar.co.uk

June 30-July 1

WS  BPA Wingsuit Roadshow
Location: Dunkeswell • skydive99.com

J U L Y

July 3-7

CP  World CP Championships
Location: Wroclaw, Poland

July 7-8  

FS  BPA UKSL FS 4-way Meet 3
Location: Cark • skydivenorthwest.co.uk

July 13-15 

WS  BPA Wingsuit Nationals
Location: Hibaldstow • skydiving.c o.uk

 

July 14-15 

A  BPA Artistics 
Competition Roadshow
Location: Beccles • ukparachuting.co.uk

July 21-22

FS  BPA 2-way Rookie VFS 
Competition Roadshow  
with Omni
Location: Netheravon • netheravon.com

July 26

BPA  STC and Riggers’ Meetings
Location: BPA HQ, Leicester • bpa.org.uk 

July 28-29

FS  BPA FS Roadshow
Location: Black Knights • bkpc.com

July 28-29

FS  BPA 4-way Intermediate 
VFS Competition Roadshow  
with Omni
Location: Hibaldstow • skydiving.c o.uk

A U G U S T

August 4-5  

S&A BPA Accuracy Grand Prix 2
Location: Dunkeswell • skydive99.com

August 6-10

BPA  Instructor Course
(CSBI/AFFBI/TBI/Advanced)
Location: Headcorn • bpa.org.uk

August 7

BPA  BPA Council Meeting
Location: BPA HQ, Leicester • bpa.org.uk

August 11-12

S  BPA Speed Coaching 
Roadshow
Location: Langar • skydivelangar.co.uk

August 13-17 

BPA  Instructor Course 

(CSI, Tandem, AFF)  
Location: Headcorn • bpa.org.uk

August 24-27

FS  BPA FS 4-way and 
VFS Nationals
Location: Hibaldstow • skydiving.c o.uk

August 24-31

S&A FAI World Style and 
Accuracy Championships
Location: Erden, Bulgaria

EVENTS ZONE

August 26-31

WS  FAI World Wingsuit 
Championships
Location: Prostejov, Czech Republic

S E P T E M B E R

September 1-3

FS  A  S  BPA FS 8-way, Artistics 
and Speed Nationals
Location: Hibaldstow • skydiving.co.uk 

September 3-4

CP  BPA CP Roadshow
Location: Dunkeswell • skydive99.com

September 7-9

CP  BPA CP Nationals
Location: Dunkeswell • skydive99.com

September 10-14 

BPA  Instructor Course (Tandem/
AFF/Pre-Adv/Observers)
Location: Hibaldstow • bpa.org.uk

September 13

BPA  STC and Riggers’ Meetings
Location: BPA HQ, Leicester • bpa.org.uk

September 20-23 

FS  ESL
Location: Saarlouis • fsz-saar.de/en

September 22-23 

WS  BPA Wingsuit Roadshow
Location: Langar • skydivelangar.co.uk

September 25

BPA  BPA Council Meeting
Location: BPA HQ, Leicester • bpa.org.uk

O C T O B E R

October 4-12

FS  A  CF  S  FAI World FS, Artistics, 
Speed and CF Championships
Location: Gold Coast, Queensland 

October 25-28

T  Indoor Skydiving World Cup
Location: Zallaq, Bahrain

N O V E M B E R

November 5-9 

BPA  Instructor Course  

(CSBI/AFFBI/TBI/Advanced)
Location: Hibaldstow • bpa.org.uk

S&A

S&A
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